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I - .  . j, . , s  APOLLOSPACECRAFT I 
T h e  sparerraf t  (S.'C) rons i s t s  of a launch csca ;x  sys t tm (LES)  asscm- 
hly, command module (C/5!), servtrc  ntodule (S'M), and thc spacecraft/ 
lunar module addptcr (51.14). The  I.ES assembly provides the means for 
rapidlv srparatinr: the <:.Sf from thc 5 '41 during pad or suborbital aborts. 
' I h r  (: '51 torms thc sparcrraf t  ronl:ol crnter .  contakns ncccssary aulo- 
matic and manual rquiprnrnt to cor~ttol  and moniror the spacecraft 
svstems,  and contains the required equipmen< for safety and romtort of 
the crew. l ' h r  Sf51 i s  a cvlindriral structure located bttwcen the C/M 
and th:,SL.A. It rontains the propulsio!~ systems for attitude and vclw-  
it: ch j~nee  maneuvers. >lost of the consumablgs used in the mission are 
storer' !v I:.:' S.'SI. 'I'he SLA is a trunrated cone whir11 connects the 
S.'.\I I(; i i . . .  lau~. : ! ,  rchicle. 11 a l s o  provides the sparc  wherein thc lunar 
module-;.; ' t : .  tl'.c;rcrird on lunar missions. 

- . . , , * . 
9.r-T IN PROGRESS AT TIME OF ACCIDENT I 

Spacrrraf! U i 2  u a 4  undrrqo~nl: a "Pluqs Out Inteqrated Tcst"  at rhr 
tkme of the a c r t d r n ~  on J a n u a n  27. 19hi. Operatkonal C h e c k o u ~  Proc t -  
durc. d c s r ~ n a t r d  DCP to- i i -0021-1 a p p l ~ t d  lo  thts test. U'tthln this  
report t h ~ s  procedure IS  often referrcd to a s  OCP-0021. 

' TESTS AND ANALYSES 

Resul t s  of t c s t s  and a n a h s c s  no! romplctc at thc tkme of publ~ca l ion  
of this  report w111 be c a t t a ~ n r c i  rn Appcndrx G. Addenda and Corrigenda. I 

.:..- 
.u CONVERSION OF TIME 

l'hroughout t h ~ s  report. ttrne i s  s tated rn Greenwich Mean T i m e  (Ck17'). 
T o  convcrt GMT to  Eastcrn Standard T ~ m c  (LST).  subtract 17 hours. 
For cxamplc, 23:31 G S T  conver~cd  rs 6:Sl  p.m. EST. 
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1 B 4 NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 

APOLLO 204 REVIEW BOARD 

February 8, 1967 

IN Cha irmon, Apollo 284 Review Board 

TO: DISTRIBUTION 

SUBJECT: Transcripts of Review Board Sessions 

1. During the f i r s t  days of the sessions of the Apollo 
204 Review Board, the Board heard discussion, suggestions, 
extemporaneous remarks by Board members, Advisory Group 
members and technical experts engaged i n  s tudies  relevant 
t o  t h e  review, and accounts, t o  be verif ied,  from two on- 
the-scene witnesses and one individual who was observing 
t h e  monitors i n  the blockhouse. 

2. I n  the  f r e e  and open discussion, i n  many cases the 
i d e n t i t y  of the speakers was not established and the re- 
marks were not c l ea r ly  related t o  the subject under dis-  
cussion. The r e s u l t  i s  t h a t  the t ranscr ip t  of the 
proceedings of the first days (other than eye witness 
accounts) i s  valuable primarily as  background material  
t h a t  provides a useful  source f o r  identifying potent ial  
review act ion.  

3; In view of the foregoing, the minutes of the Review 
Board meetings on January 28, 29, and 30 w i l l  be u t i l i zed  
only a s  reference material  w i t h  l imited dis t r ibut ion,  w i t h  

I 

t h e  exception of iden t i f i ab le  eye witness accounts which 

. , 

" 4 
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4 JANUARY 31, 1967 

CII AIKlIAN : I want to niake a statement regarding procedure. Tile meeting i s  noiy convened. 
- \Ye are having trouble in wortlil~g procecdirlgs of this board. One of the main 

difficulties i s  the lack of identity of the speakers. H'e need less  con~ersat ion and 
more statements as  Car as  the recold i s  concerned, with identification of the 
speakers, In certain cases where we do get into a period of discussion, perhaps 

0 the best thing to do i s  to put it off the lecord and then come back on the record 
at such time a s  we reach an understanding that permits progress with the develop- 
ment of a record. If this i s  going to be embarrassing to  the speaker, remember 
that i t  i s  necessary to require identity. The filst subject that we're going to deal 
with this morning i s  the finishing up of the business we were dealing with last 
night ... relative to procedures for this assembly. 

4 SIMPKINSON: Before I start reading this plan, I rvould like to say that this was written quite 

B late last evening and 1 had hoped to b~ ing  in a typewritten copy, I will get it, 
but I am interested in moving on here and I would like to go ahead and read what 
I have here. There are no copies at this time. Is that all right? 

Go ahead. 

SIhiPKfiTSON: This is a debris removal plan which encompasses at the board's request a n~ethod 
for removing a'couch or the couches. This will be in detailed steps s o  1 will just 
read it rather fast and if there are any questions, break in. 

One of the first things we need i s  to provide good fixed incandescent lighting 
within the spacecraft. It i s  very difficult to see in thelc now. \Ye don't want 
flourescent because it  i s  bad for color. \Ye will provide a hand held pre-focused 
spot which a person can move and get good shadows and good lighting on particu- 
lar things of interest. Then, if we divide each couch in half and have all inter- 
ested parties examine the top half of the center seat and pick 11p one layer of 
debris and place it in a bag, we would immediately photograph all single signifi- 
cant finds. At the minimum, we would photograph after each layer i s  uncovered. 
Interested parties would then inspect each significant find at least once per layer 
and photograph anything of significance. We will repeat this process until the top 
half of the center seat i s  cleaned of loose articles. \Ve will then carefully vacuum 
the cleaned portion using a clean filter at  the business end of a vacuum hose, 
carefully remove the filter with the debris that i s  caught, and place it in a bag 
with the picked-up articles and seal the bag. M'e would mark it for location such 
as  "center couch, top half." Repeat this with both halves of all three couches 
until we have each completely picked up, free of loose particles and the seats  
vacuumed. We will repeat this for the leg supports. This i s  too detailed ... I will 
.just read it. I think it i s  better this way. Remove one leg support and mark the 
location. Check the underside for additional debris, inspect and photograph and 
then remove particles by hand arid place in a srparate bag for the bottom half of 
the leg support. If you didn't catch it now, we did the top half and put these in 
six bags; one lor each leg support. We will turn them over and put them in sepa- 
rate bags. Mark that a s  the bottom part and then, as  with the seats,  we will 
inspect and photograph any particles as  we uncover layers. They will always 
be photographed until we get down to the bottom, which we will vacuum and put 
in with the bag of particles. We will seal these bags using a clean filter each 



time. \Ye will lepeat this procedule for each oi the ~crnai~i i~lg five leg sultports, 
one at a time. \ \e will then tra~isport all t l ~ r  bags of debris and the leg supports 
and place them on a prepared floor. I'm not p ~ e p a ~ e d  at this time to say es;~ctly 
how it will be prepared, but i~ \&;ill be on a concrete floor in a building. I t  i s  in i 

the Pyrotcch~iic Instr~llation Building which i s  not in use at the present time and 
i s  practically a white room. I t  will have clean benches installed it necessary, to 
workwith the d r b ~ i s  in the bags. M'e are going to have a floor that I hope i s  white, I 
sn~ootli, and new, and has no speckles on it to hide anything we might drop. H'e I 

started painting it this morning. We are painting a double size bulkhead on the 
floor. - 

FAGET: Double scale? 

SISIPKINSON: , Double scale, right, bulkhead. 

FAGET: Do you think that i s  big enough? 

CHAIRhlAN : I just made a statement, Max, we're trying to establish a record now that will be 
intelligible and it  requires identification. As I said earlier, I think we are going 
to have to depend on statements rather than conversation. If you want to say 
something, get it in the record with identification. Go ahead. 

SIMPKINSON: The question from Mr. Faget was, "Do we think that i t  i s  big enough." \Ye 
talked about this and felt that i s  about as  big as  we can use in this room. \Yith 
the time we have available, I think we ought to get started. I believe this will 
allow us to lay out a pattern on the floor of the office with walk-ways in between. 
I think double scale - that's a 24 foot circle - i s  pretty big. Outside of that, 
we must eventually lay a second circle representing the walls of the spacecraft. 
I think i t  is big enough. The building i s  probably 300 ft. by 100 ft. I can't be 
specific, I haven't been there for some time. We will lay down the couch material 
which will be to the side of the circle, a second floor, s o  to speak. \Ye plan to lay 
it  over to  the side with a dash line in the big circle representingwhere the couch- 
e s  were. Then to the side of this, we will have the debris from the couches 
placed for inspection, and left in the bags. I feel that we must do something spe- 
cific with that debris. I don't want to just scatter it out a s  if it were on the 
seat again for everybody to look at. I think that we need definite tasks t o -  
come up with plans to be approved by you people, to process this debris. Piow 
this means that we have the couches clean and we have the debris laid out 
under proper control. To go on here, the parts like the leg pans, can be taken out 
of the bag s o  people can look them over. They are large parts, and can't be lost 
or' moved. Incidentally, only authorized personnel would be allowed in the area. 
Now we' have clean couches. Our next thought varies somewhat between our- 
selves, however, I think I have the consensus that "complete inspection will now 
be made of the bulkhead area." Complete as possible by laying on the couches 
and leaning over s o  that overall photos will be taken. Also, specific area close- 
ups will be taken of areas of interest pointed out by anyone, but most assuredly, 
those the fire experts would determine. A technician will then be sent in to re- 
move the couches, where they would have to stand on the floor. I know that some 
people in here would prefer, and I'm one of them, that we didn't have to stand on 
this floor. But we don't see any way in the world after working it for two days 
not to have to get on the floor. So we're asking that the technicians point out to 
US... 



Il~icrruptior~. . .iI~c. ( : l~;~ir .  'I'here i s  a question fro111 \tr. \l;itllc~ws. 

\\Ii.it do M Y  do  to \ r r i l )  the s t r u c  tural intcagr~t! ot t11;rt  floor $ 

\1r. , ]effs  has I)~oti:l~t ~ I I  the I I I ~ I I  \\rho practi( ;111y 11it,l1(*11 t h ( -  11k-t;11 do\\.ri to 111akc 
t i  I n  a I I I ~  I 1 I I I '  r e  I t o  I .  \\(' 11a\~ .  looketi at i t  \ \ . i t11  
lhc, I)t.st ~)c~t l) lc  \ \e  II;IV(~. \Ye (.allnot guarantc3c8 it. I I)clit*\.c. the most important 
[hill:; we n.ant to look ;it in I~t-re if fI:lnle patterns: I c.ould l)r \\.rang. \layhe the 
~p read  in ill(. I I I  c:h5111 e shell i s  more important - c'sf~c I I )  I~ow i t  is sltl it. 'l.l1;11 is 

\ 

I o r  to I i t  I o n  r o t  7 ,  - 1 ( I I I I I ' I  l lrirlk \\.c'll have to get 
Ilca;lr it. I t  is i l l  ;I Iro~~c.yc-o~~rl~c.d struc.ture. '1 h i 5  kintl (11 thing doesn't tear very 
cilsily and i t  o111y 11~s to rllo\.e :In irrt.11 ;liid ;I I~alf,  i i  is m y  u~rderst;~r~(ling, and 
you'rt, st;lnding (111 ;I Irc.al slrield. So ag;~in, 1 can't ~ I I : I I ; I I I ~ ~ ~ C  tlic intcgiity; how- 
e\,er, tlrcrc is no ~t~ol)Ic~l~r ol sal'cty i n  111). ol)ilriorr. I cloll't think ivc.'II tlestroy 
ally evidcnc c t l r ;~l 'x \\ortl~wltilc~, arid 1 doll' t krlow ho\v i l l  l l ~c  \vorld to gc-t thosct 
coucl~es out ~\ii l~orlt  gc*~lir~g or1 (It(: float.. :\r1(1 no onc2 c f i l s c .  t1oca.s at this point. 1 
know it hasn't b($cl~ ;tns\\ered y r t .  

0l)elr for qur.>t i o n s .  

Sir. Chairmarl, I ha\v a >~rggestior~, and that woultl be the Iollo\\~in,~: I'rior to the 
couch remo\.;rl. \vet c.ollsidrr a quick explanation of tlic l'r;~c.trlre by the liac-lure 
experts who :lrc rlo\\ OII >it<*. I'ro111 t\vo ~ )o i r~ i s  of' view, OIIC I ' S ~ I I I  f u ~  tlrer d;~mage 
point of \.ie\v. tlrt: ot11c.r .I safc~ty point of vie\\., : I I I ~  that i t  bt, carefully nlonitoretl 
;led then followed by ;I tloor c lea~~-u l )  and item p11otogral)hy for position I.(.( ording 
and identification, prio~ to nloving off with t l~c  couc.11 rcmo\l:rl TPS. 

\\'ere therc further questions? 

\YIrite here. I \ ~ o n d c ~  il c.onsitlc~ation should hc given 10 some sort of ;t walkway, 
suspended Iron1 the sill 01 tllc. hatch ant1 I ' I ~ I I I  ;I solid point on the opposite side 
of the spacecr;rft. grill work or sonreihing of' this sort (o111(.1 voices') just above 
the floor! 

(Off the record at this poirlt.) 

Off the record discr~ssion. 

After dist.ussion, 3 1)ctirlt 01' ( Iec i s io~~ \ \ ; I -  I ( . ; I (  I~c~d. I'll ~ U I I ;  11 o \ . ( ~ K  to 1)r. Faget 
to summarize the dccisiolr that h;~s I)ttc~n ivcd ;it 1111 the basis of this discussion. 
1)r. Fzigct. 

The disassen1l)ly of the \ c . l ~ i c  I ( .  shol~ld 1)iot c, td to 111c point svhere the legs. sup- 

ports, and head slipports art: removc.d SIOIII iht' (.o11(-11. t h~ ,  ( o !~ rh  i s  (le;rned up, 
and at that point 3 pivce of plywood o r  otlrc,r suital~le covt3r \\.ill I J C  11111 on top of 
the colrches that remain. .it 1111s poiri~. oth(4r tasks\\i l l  I)< :  ;~Ilo\\~e(I I O  I ) ?  carsied 
out within the. \ ,r i~icle.  

Is there agreetllcrrt with ~ h ; ~ t  ;isscsslrlc.nr I ~ I  t10c:s ;inyorlc. t v i s h  to inakt, an atidition 
to- it? 

I assrlii:c i l 1 c . 5 ~  otl11.r tasks. will 11v d(*linc-tl . I I I ~  (sitic.i/c.tl. 



\\ l l l ' l  I,;: 1 guess tllal 1 1  i s  .dso assunlcd ~II:II r l ~ i s  task 1i1kt.s itlace i11'1er 11le orrc dis- 
cussed last nigli~ for removal of t l ~ c *  1,IS. 

SI\IPE;ISEOS: That i s  correci. 

\\'e will now go off the record for a co~rrirruation 01 a discussion of Lture plalls. 

(Off the record discussion.) 

CHXlRSIAN: After further discussion, a point of :rst;.c.~nc~nt was reached which will be sum- 
marized by 51r. Geer. Mr. Geer. 

GEER: The TPS2, we'll call it, which covers the renro\.al of the dust and bag from the 
couclt and the placenrent of the 111y\vo1d un the couch for a matter of ingress- 
egless, i s  a basis for TPS2. 

SIhlPKlNSOK : Point of order, hlr. Chairman ... \Ye had better avoid numbering TPS's a s  they 
already h a ~ e  numbers. 

(Off the record discussion.) 

CHAIRhlAN: I will now attempt to summarize the situation just developed by the discussion 
relating to the planning of further removal of articles from the spacecraft. A 
plan for removal of couches bill  go beyond that agreed upon involving the ply- 
wood covered couch and will be developed in detail and brought back to the 
board before action i s  taken on the removal. 

(Off the record discussion.) 

CI I URMi\N: In a further discussion with hlr. Simpkinson, it was agreed that further planning 
for removal of articles from the vicinity of the spacecraft i s  underway and will be 
brought back to the board for approval. Also, a s  regards the disposal or further 
disposition of certain exhibits, it was agreed that Dr. Van Dolah would work ~c i t h  
Dr. Kelly in arranging for the proper action relative to space s l i t s  for exhibit 
purposes. Also, it was agreed with Mr. Simpkinson who said that he would proceed 
with certain other actions regarding release of impounded objects. These will 
later be handled through appropriate panels which are not yet formed. Yesterday 
I received a mcrnorandum for the Apollo 20 1 Review Board, signed by Dr. Seamans, 
which constitutes a written authorization and confirmation of the constitutiok of 
this board, and the responsibilities that have been assigned to it. Up until now, 
we've been operating on verbal instructions, directives, and notes. Each member 
of the board i s  being furnished a copy of this statement. I call your attention to 
the change in title from that I gave yo11 earlier stated in the draft left here by Dr. 
Seamans last Sunday. If you read this docunielit, yo11 will realize, I think, that 
this board has extremely bioad and s e~ ious  responsibilities. \Ve are concerned 
with a matter that involves broad public interests to a degree that i s  not always 
associated with accident investigations. 

1)K. LONG: A small point. One of the items from 1)r. Seama~ts' letter says that the final re- 
ports will not I)e released without his approv;,l. 1 ash only that, or rather I sug- 
gest to you, that perlraps yo11 rltay wish to ask wttc . t l~c ,~  that means it will, in fact, 
be classified betause this rather sounds ;is if it i s  or likely io bc unclassified 



and u1tinl:tiely releascd after h i s  appi-oi.31, and i t  secnls to nle the qocstion remains 
of 111tcrcsi io us. 

1 tliinh that \ \ ( J ' I I  have to fall hack on the dc r i~ lon  of tl!c .Adrnini~t~'ttor as to Iro\v 
he desires to handle it. That's what this state~nerit s a ) s  lo Ine and at this time 
we cannot clarify beyond the staten~cnt given Ilete. Ju s t  what will happen on 
that i s  a ~natter that will be decided by tlie Xdn~ i~~ i s~ l a ro r  and I certainly am not 
in a position to go beyond tliat. I don't know tliat \\e will gain anything by dis- 

i) 

cussing h a t  point any further at this time, although we agree that the statement 
made by Dr. Long i s  an important one. 

3 YARlI1,EY: Mr. Chairman. The thing I think that we have to decide right noiv, especially 
~vheti we're getting ready to say - print a hundred dorumcnts of 20 some odd 
pages which gike some idea of what the board i s  doing, - i s  what sort 01 tenipo- 
rary classification we \ ~ a n t  to establish for this sort of thing. We ha1.e about 1\30 
people ini.olvcd on these panels and they're going to be generating data. \ire have 
to give them some guidance a s  to what they should put on their data to restrict 
i ts  distribution. \Ye need a temporary classification ot some sort. 

.% 41 CfIAlKXI.4N: \YeDre getting involved in a matter that's not entirel) clear as  to all the details 
involved. \\ 'e'~e using "treatment as  confidential'' a s  a guide to handle material 

d at this time. \Ye need to clarify the detailed procedures involved, but \re are not 
prepared to do it at this time. 

(Off the record discussion.) 

4 1 *I CIIAIRIIAN: The Chair is asking for a report from Mr. \\'illiams, regarding the activities of the 
ad lioc working group that he has headed relative to implenientation of the plan 

YARDLEY: 

\\'II,LIAhlS: 

for putting into work status all the panels that are proposed by the plan discussed 
in  earlier meetings. I'll ask hlr. Williams to make a rejbolt. 

\Ye have gone over it and corrected several areas, typographical errors and s o  - 
forth. 'I'he plan was completed last night and distributed for review by various 
people. Corrected sheets are in typing now. Is this cor~ec t?  

That's correct. 

It shouldn't be distributed until we get the special cover that identifies the need 
for special handling. Who i s  going to take the action required to devise the spe- . 
cia1 covel? 

I will. 

(Off the record discussion.) 

Relative to the question of the special cover, a discu:;sion just entailed about 
how to handle all this rn;lterial in a discrc~et manner appopriate to the purpose 
of this entire investigation. The current plan tlial I think we will agree uporl i s  
that a special cover and identification of all material relative to this investiga- 
tion will be worked out without using the fornial classil~cation niacliinery that i s  . 
not applicable in this case. I will take on this subject a s  an action item s o  that 
we may release this material a s  quickly a s  possible. 



(Off the record discussion.) 

\\'ILLIAUS: 

VOICE: 

WILLIAMS: 

CHAIRMAN: 

WILLIAMS : 

CHAIRMAN : 

Discussion resulted in an unde~standing that the material required would be in 
hand so a s  to permit the working group to meet at about 3 o'clock. 

\\'e have just learned that there i s  another reported accident at Brooks Air Force 
Base in a pressure cabin simulating space operations. Col. Strang will make the 
tlie necessary follow up for the boa~d regarding the relationsliip of that accident 
to our investigation, as  well a s  taking care of any appropriate action on the other 
incident he reported. 

I would like to ask hlr. \Yilliams to go back to the subject that we interrupted 
regarding the action of his working group relative to recommendations to the board. 

We suggested that the group, of which I am chairman, get together and call in the 
panel chairmen and let tlie board explain to them and put down on paper a work 
statement what we expect to come out of their activity and let them in turn go 

' down and get in contact with their panel personnel and start appropriate action. 

I am asking for verification. You mean the Chairmen will come before the board? 

That's correct. 

Before the board or before the working group? 

No, not the Review Board, before the working group. 

You are referring just to operation of your group. 

That's right. 

Let me ask Mr. Williams. Do you think that the action of your group in preparation 
of the proposed work statements and the comments that you have just received, 
puts you in a position to proceed with the implementation of the plan under your 
group's direction, subject only to some minor corrections from board members 
that will be taken up with you individually? 

This i s  correct. We have a board member a s  a contact for each panel chairman. 
If there are changes necessary after we implement this system, then the board 
members can take it up with the working group. 

Does the board agree that we can implement this action by assigning this working 
group the responsibility for going ahead in accordance with our understanding a s  
was provided by these papers that we have had a chance to review. The consen- 
sus i s  yes. 

Then I propose that the group that was just appointed meet in my office and we'll 
set  up a meeting with the panel chairmen. 

Proceed with that understanding. 

We'll try to get the board monitors and the panel chairmen together. 



i 3 G FAGET: I tllirih y o u  o~lgllt to co~isidci n l i t ~ l e  bit of t ~ n ~ e  brt~\.cen the time our group meets 

2 \vith tliese people. It would sceln that the panc.1 nle~nl)eis ought to have a little 
tittle to look at the assignrncnts. 

I'IZSDLCY: Tliis i s  just an introductoiy meeting. 

YARDLEY: 

Let me interrupt again. I think our understanding i s  good enough s o  that we can 
consider this issue closed at this point and turn over to the custody of this group 
for action all these and other matters that can be taken up privately until \\.e 
reach the stage where the board nceds to ionsider the ~vhole thing again. 

(Off the record discussion.) 

In summation of the results of the foregoing discussion, 511. I'ardley will make a 
statement regarding an additional panel that i s  being put into the action plan. 
Mr. Yardley. - 

\Ye have added Panel #20 which i s  entitled "Salety of Investigation Operations," 
with the task of taking the responsibility for reviewing all operations perforn~ed 
during the investigation to assure that all personnel safety requirements are ade- 
quately maintained. John Atkins of IiSC is Chairman. Lt. Col. Baxter i s  pro- 
posed as  the board monitor. 

The board agrees with the addition of this panel. The board now plans to adjourn. 
I am going to ask the members to make themselves available for a possible meet- 
at some other time today and I would like to at this time establish the time. I'll 
go off the record for a moment. 

CHAIR: The system spacecraft data work that i s  going on i s  under the direction of Dr. Joe 
Shea. Presentation will be by Mr. Abbey, but first of all, let me call your atten- 
tion to the sheet of paper that our secretary has up there, which i s  the means by 
which this work will be designated, at least to start offwith. Read the title please. a S\\.IEDA: "For the Use of Apollo'204 Board Investigation Only." 

CHAIRXf-AN: Thank you. Do you want to say anything further on it? 

\lle have a substantial quantity that will be available in the secretary pool area 
and I will distribute these here. 

Could I ask a question of the secretary? What progress are you making in getting 
transcripts of some of the witness statements and s o  on? I think a number of us 
are beginning to feel a little rusty that we haven't seen some of these things to 
go over firsthand. 

At the present time I believe we have a 20-hour lag in transcription. We have all 
of Saturday's and Sunday's transcribed at this point. I am not certain about the 
status of itonday's events. 
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1 s ClI241K>{:iX: .And dis t l  ibu~ion 1355 t 1 1 ~  trnnsct iptlon by how ~ I I C ~ I ?  

SAKDLEP: 

WILLIAXIS: 

S\YIEDA: 

\VILLIAXIS: 

SWIEDA: 

WILLIAXIS: 

YARDLEY: 

CIIIZIR~~AN: 

CHAIRMAN : 

SIIEA: 

'The distribution of this niatrri:~l ... the mode ior [his ctistribution has not bern 
developed yet. A 1)tocedure i s  in process now ;indn.ill bc presented to the chair- 
man today or early tomorrow morning. 

It might be appropriate to tell evelybody when tiley are going to get the printed 
copies of this task definition. 1 think we have a litrlc slip in that, ha\.en7t tvr? 

\\'e are on the record now. Do you want to report on the status of tha'? 

I can report on that, sir. \Ye are in the process. \Ye got a lot of lnaterial typed. 
It i s  ready to go to tlie printing plant and \ritll your approsal, we will do this ... 
send it over to the printing plant and have it ready i n  the morning. \Ye have to 
print up some 4000 sheets of paper, collate them, and staple the111 together. 

\ire have some changes to make in some of the names. Are you typing the mats 
now? 

The mats lia\le been completed. 

Have you started printing it? 

No sir. 

\\'ell, we would like to hold tlie mats. As we reviewed each one of these panels, 
there were some name changes. 

Can you get that in s o  they can go ahead with it? 

If we are going to get in a discussion of this matter, let 's  go off the record. 

(Off the record discussion.) 

The work statements will be signed out for printing very shortly after the meeting. 
We asked Dr. Joe Shea, Director, Apollo Spacecraft Program Office, here ... to 
present his discussion of a program that we have under way. 

Perliaps it would be of interest to the board to do two things. I will try to do it 
very quickly. One i s  to tell you what we are doing in the overall program, in 
effect, independent of this investigation and problem; and secondly, the things 
that we are doing specificaily associated with this investigation here, and some 
of the actions that rve have taken to hopefully make the problem of the board a 
bit simpler in terms of the availability of information and things like that. 1 
would like to preface the first part of the discussion by saying that we have a very 
large program which is in existence. We've got 150,000 people all over the coun- 
try that up until last Friday at 6:30 wotked on going to the moon. We can't send 
them all on vacation. \Ye can't stop the proglam. And, we are worried about this 
mass confusion in the overall organization. So we have had them make a series 
of programmatic decisions a s  to what we intend to do. Obviously, the board recorn- 
mendations can change this plan but let me tell you what we are doing now s o  
that if you hear anything coming back you will understand. \Ye have had a series 
of missions planned. The next missions which were coming up in sequence. The 



mission called 501 which was a Block 1 command service module unmanned flight 6s 
on top of the Saturn T'. It was intended to be a heat shield test primarily. It's 
the time when we were going to qualify the heat shield at lunar return speed. 
We really see no intc:~-action of the problem that we have here with that 

k 
activity except possible for the method of closing oat the unmanned spacecraft. 

B 
F 

That spacecraft i s  stored down at the VAB at the present time and we said go k 
ahead with that and get ready to fly that mission in 2nd Quarter 1967. The first & 

of the lunar modules which was also intended to be an unmanned mission i s  in the 
latter stages of checkout at Grumman. It was intended to fly on Saturn IB-206. - 
It would be again an unmanned mission. Its primary purpose was not to test en- 
vironmental systems but rather to test things related to the propulsion system and 
what we considered up to that time to be the safety of flight items. We are deliv- 
ering the spacecraft. We would expect to bring it down here. We would expect t o  
start the checkout process down here with a target date of that mission by 2nd 
Quarter 1967. Now the first perturbation in the program plan comes with the next 
scheduled mission. It was to be a mission called 258 and was going to be the 
first of the manned Block I1 command service modules and a LEM lunar module. 
The mission involved launching the CSM into earth orbit, launching the LEM on the 
second one, .joining the two of them together. The CSM comes in to rendezvous 
and then going on with simulation for the lunar mission. We feel that in light of 
the fact that we have not achieved the 204 objectives and because the dual mis- 
sion is a s~mewhat  compl-x miszion, we can't imagine coming back without a 
tremendous reconcentration on this first flight -- that that next mission will *be 
a CSM mission only. The only spacecraft we have to do it  on that we think makes 
any sense at all is the first Block I spacecraft called 101. Excuse me, Block I1 
spacecraft the number is 101 and it's in checkout at Downey and i s  presently 
due to be delivered around the end of hlarch and we always have uncertainty in 
our delivery dates s o  that might stretch out to be sometime in April. We have f 
not introduced any changes at the present time under the checkout procedure or 
into the spacecraft. We would expect obviously to have to  contain any design 

k 

changes in the overall system but we are still targeting a t  this point in time for 
e g 

a launch of that spacecraft around the first part of August. Whether that happens *. iZ 

or not of course there's a lot of things behind this. There i s  one more Block I i. 

spacecraft and that's to get delivered out of Downey. That's the spacecraft for 
502. It's also an unmanned version 502 being a repeat mission of 501. We are 
proceeding with that. 

The first combined mission and if this turns out to be the program plan, would 
occur some ten weeks after this 101 mission and that would be the 102 space- 
craft and LEA1 2 and whether that flies on Saturn V or a dual launch on Saturn IB 
really i s  a function of when' we fly i t  and where the Saturn V is a t  that point in 
time since it 's been having some difficulties. This then i s  an operating plan 
which represents essentially no perturbation in activities that are going on at 
the present time. In addition, we got two ground test spacecraft, a thermo-vacuum 
spacecraft, 2TV-1, a command service module that goes into one of our chambers 
a t  Houston. A second spacecraft LEXI test article which goes into another cham- 
ber a t  Houston. \Ye are proceeding with those with the intent of getting them into 
the Chamber in the unmanned and manned altitude testing essentially on the sclied- 
ules we had before. In addition, we ale doing things like reconfiguring the SIis- 
sion Control Center all the block 11's and LEJl's - and the trainer down here for 
example, which had been held in the Block I configuration because of the mission 
that we were doing - we neeti to get the scheduled time for the conversion to 
Block I1 so  we are in the process of breaking that down and ronverti~ig it 'to 



SHEA: 

Block 11. So, my point is ,  thc progrnrll is goills on as usual. \Yhatever comes ont 
of here nntl 1 thin\: that's j u s t  \\.hat \vi. 11:ivv to do. \Ye tallied to our 1)eopIe i n  
IIouston and told thi.111 this ant1 told rlicm thal wc don't \\.ant them to'do too nluch 
volunteering arid going off by tlle~nselves but to compensate for the problem, we 
and the board 11;1,ve. \Ye Iiavc a scrjes of directed actions going 011 and we'll tell 
tilein anything that nerds to get done. Similarly, we are calling in &all the con- 

-. tractors Friday at Houstbn to give tlierrt a similar briefing. To tell tlie~n at least 
right now that the program continues and they 11ave no co~ltractual authorization 
to do anything but what they were supposed to do a s  of last week and to keep 
stability on the overall program. I guess. I can't emphasize the importance I feel 
for ultimately getting to the moon. Alright, now let me talk more specifically 
about things associated with the boards activities and the kind of staff we think 
can be helpful. \Ye have directed that Spacecraft 14, which i s  a sister spacecraft 
to 12, be brought here, because at one time in the program, we had two space- 
craft flights of block one that were essentially the same. One was going to be 
204 and the other 205. For a number of reasons, we cancelled the 205 flight 
just before the spacecraft was to have been delivered. Three days from deliver)., 
we had to use the service module for something else, but the commar~d module 
was built. Later the command module was put in bonded storage. There were 
minor configurational differences, but extremely minor, in the context of what we 
are talking about here between those spacecraft. There always are in an involv- 
ing problem. Rather than try to bring 14 up to the 12 configuration, a lot of 
people fooling around with it at  Downey and so  on, we said, "Ship the spacecraft 
down here; bringwit11 it the configurational records sowe can identify differences." 
And our suggestion is, and I believe this may have been accepted already, that 
any work done inside 12 - dissasembly, taking things apart, and s o  on - be 
done first by the technicians in 14, so  thatyou completely review in 14 everytool 
you are going to use, every step that i s  going to be done. If they are going to re- 
move a panel, they remove that panel in there, have them look in, have them under- 
stand it. Take pictures in 14, so  you are working from a data basis before yon 
go playing around with the evidence upstairs. We would request that you stop 
short of burning the cables, or scraping wire, or that sort of thing. But I think 
this will be a tremendously valuable tool, because even if you are talking about 
trained technicians, they have never been inside that spacecraft down here enough 
to really know what the guts of i t  look like. Because, hopefully, we haven't had 
to get in there all that often. 

Is  that true of removing the seats  of 12? 

I think not. I think that i s  a sufficiently straightforward operation that we all 
understand, and I think it's more of a question ... 

3 VOICE: And a different configuration somewhat relative to the results of the fire. 

SIIEA: \\'ell, the fire completely changed tile configuration in and around the seat area. 

(Off the record discussion.) 

The discussion involved the question a s  to the influence the accident has had 
on procedures that are planned for the future, so  Dr. Shea will now give a state- 
ment that answers that question. Dr. Shea. 

SIIEA: As nearly a s  we can see, the area of procedure that would be affected by the 
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ment e ~ t h c ~  at 5 psi or at a~ i~ l ,~cnt  p~cs s r l~c~ .  Ilctau5c of that conccln. n c  ha\e  

CHAIR?tl.\N: 

SHEA: 

issutyl instr~rc~tiurrs to our co11tr;lctors to cfo no s11c11 testing ejlht'r in spacecraft 
cl~rckout opcrat io~~s,  spacecraft test opcl.atio~~s or any  of our breadboard and sub- 
system operations througltc?ut t i le  cntirc program. At this point in tirne, that di- 
rectjon is not liolding up anytliirig 01; the program, a s  far a s  the in-line production 
spacecrafi i s  concesned. 11 i s  sloiving down a few qualification tests which are 
not critical in line of scl~c!duling and i n  light of the magnitude of the problem 
that we face. 

Thank you. 

I talked about Spacecraft 1-4. \Ye have in Houston, another spacecraft called 008 
which was used in the tl~erlno vacuum ~es t i ng  at IIouston. \Ye have pulled it out 
of the therrno vacuum cl~amber but had made arrangenlents for that spacecraft to 
be in electrical configuration and probably powered up during the 204 mission. 
There are again some minor configurational differences between that spacecraft 
and Spacecraft 12. In addition, the enviionmental control system had been re- 
moved from that spacecraft and put into our environmental control system bread- 
board in chambers in the crew systems division at Houston. \Ye have brought 
Spacecraft 6 on line, or will have i t  on linc, within the next couple of days; and 
it i s  the place in which we can do electrical testing of systems in order to inves- 
tigate problems. And we just point out that this i s  a facility, then, which i s  a- 
vailable. If you want to know if touching a particular wire to a particular point 
will cause a particular phenomenon, we believe that that can be reproduced with 
almost complete fidelity in that 8 spacecraft, and we arr doing some tests of 
that kind ourselves. 

This i s  a facility available to the board for additional iiivcstigaticn. This i s  
also, then, the environmental control system breadboard which I mentioned, which 
i s  a t  IIouston, and it  i s  a configuration available for any testing that-may be 
appropriate, a s  far as  the environmental control system itself is concerned. \Ye 
have, a s  you know, an extensive materials program going and also a series of 
special tests on possible, I'd say, non-electrical related causes of the failure. 
That's being run at Houston under the control of Slr. Joseph Kotawchik who heads 
the structures and mechanics division at Houston. Tlle materials investigation, 
by and large, has been directed by the board, and we are also looking at some 
experiments in spontaneous combustion electrostatic discharge phenomena. \Ye 
also have had for some time a zero G airplane series of experiments on combus- 
tion phenomena at zero G a s  distinct from 5 psi (corrected) or from 16 psi, and 
that's going to be very important, a s  you decide what the risks are upstairs. 
These would be the risks on the ground. These are two different problems. That 
program.. . 

(Interrupted by a question) 

CI-IAIRMAN : I s  there a question? 

YARD1,EY: The question was - I wanted a clarification of whether the zero G tests were 
zero G and 5 psi a s  opposed to tlie ground test of one G and 16. 

That i s  what we have been running. \Ye can modify the cxprriment to any atmos- 
phere and pressure at zero C .  One other thing that we are doing \vhicli may or 





may not be a help - that i s  we are doing it partially for ourselves and partially 
for the board. \\'e are trying to take one of our mock-ups which i s  now a non- 
flight type spacecraft and put into it, or be sure it i s  up-to-date with all of the 
material locations which might be involved in flame and flame transmission. 1 
would picture that we finally would be able to tag that with things like nominal 
cornbustion temperatures, propagation rates, with the materials and s o  on. And 
this would be a kind of a tool that the flame propagation people, the rest of the 
board,could have a s  a visual mock-up of what the thing was a s  you begin to piece 
t h i s  together. I have given an assignment to one of my people to bring this into 
being. 1 don't know how soon we will have it, but it will go now. 

(Interrupted by a question) 

CHAI RSlAS: Identify yourself please. 

PIIILLIPS: Sam Phillips. Are you setting that up in Houston? 

SHEA: 

SHE A: 

1 can't give you the location yet. We'll set it up wherever it i s  convenient to get , 

it done; and it will be a command module mock-up, s o  it will be transportable. - 
One of your problems here i s  that your nominal drawings, your nominal space- 
aaEt  configuration, I think, involved primarily the stuff that i s  tied in, in the 

- .-.. as-designed condition. There i s  more dynamism in the stowage, particularly in 
a test like the one we are running up there where you were not in a final stowage 
configuration. So what we are going to try to do i s  get this mock-up into the 
configuration a s  we assume it was or a s  we can document it was in this test, and 
th i s  is different from anything you will see on any individual drawing. We are 
bringing down for the Bozrd's help a s  much visual material a s  we can about the 
spacecraft itself. Many of you are familiar with it, some of you aren't, s o  we 
have a se t  of transparencies for examples which i s  a mult-layered sheet of drarv- 
ings of both the command module and service module which you can strip off the 
various layers and be able tolook at it in depth, and get a feel for what the space- 
craft is like. In addition, I have a mockup in my office that's about this big, 
and this i s  high, which can also be similarly disassembled, and it's not going to 
be anything like a one-to-one representation of the spacecraft. But if you want 
to get a feel fo; what the inter-structure i s  and how the heat shield goes on and 
what-ik in the'service module and all that kind of stuff, this i s  a pretty good way 
of getting a first. whack at education on what the system is. We will also send 
down the instructional books and our mandais, and 'this type of thing, s o  there 
is as .much sort 'of background data, descriptiGe data available a s  we think we - 
will be using., \Ve are going back through all of the files at Houston. 

Let me just check if I got that for sure. Are you going to attempt ~ r i  this mock-up 
to,ultimately duplicate a s  much a s  you can in the spacecraft? 

' 

I've discussea, Dr. Long, two mock-ips. .One is just a - a sort of - it's the big 
kid's model of the spacecraft, except it 's valuable. In the earlier 'one, we are 
going to duplicate, full scale, the interior of'the cabin, all of the materials that 
may be pertinent to the flame problem, in the configuration we believe the space- 
craft was at the time of the incident. I should mention that, in addition to all of 
these things, we would expect to ultimately reproduce the entire incident - prob- 
ably in a flame mock-up that we have at I-Iouston. \Ye have a boiler plate of the 
spacecraft with which we can do complete flame studies. \Ve can outfit i t  with 
the things we think are pertinent and reproduce the phenomena in a mock-up at 
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; i d  Ilorlsto~~. ;1il(1 I tl~iiih t l :n t  \vo~litl I)(. oilc. of t i 1 ~ 7  cc,rt~f~cation\ that \irot~1t1 finally 
1 d c r - i ~ ~ ~ ~ s t t a t e  that \ ~ c  hr~c\\  ib11.1t I l ,~p j>(~ . t~ i  101 SIIIC'.  \Sr ;LLC g0111g LO collt~ct data .I at I lousto~~,  no1 i io~\~  SO tnut  11 rc16i~(.tl tc; 1 1 1 ~ .  - I t . t ' ?  s a y  t ! : ~  dat.1 files of the 

spacecraft 'lnd 1 1 1 ~  kind ol tlilngs tli'rt )o:l l i . l \ r  alicady got going in you1 various 
palel\. but tllerc. is a long Iiistory of 1~11) u c  \ \c l r  doing what \\e \bere doing. - 
It ~nvo l \ c s  decisions tliat go back to thra f:rs[ tiule tlie Slercu~y Program was 
laid do\vn. These things have Iren looked at, discussed reviewed, second 
guessed, re-re\.iewetl tl~rougli a ~>criod of aboltt six 01 srven years, longer than 
that, and so wc.'rc do~iig a C O I I I ~ ~ C ~ C  data &~.i1(.11 of our f ~ l e s  on everything related 
to pure oxygen, to pu~ging on the ground, to flammability, hatches, questions 

\ 

of escape, couches, suits, cnicrgcncy procedures. Again, we're to get that file 
available because that's kind of the background of when you go into - hoii. come 
it was that nay ,  and what \IJrre the traits that you thought wele important coming 
up to this point in time. \Ye're also doing things like PASC reviews and all that 
sort of s t u f f  to be sure tliat everything that anybody's eve! said about i t  i s  in the 
file, and that, we'll thcn organire tllose files ourselves and any of that ~nforma- 
tion that i s  obiiously available to the Iloard. As far as  design i s  ccncerned, we 
have started a series of design review activities under the control of the P~ogram 
Office and the Engineering 1)evelopnient people at Houston. These will be tied 
in to the design review board or design review panel that you've already consti- 
tuted, but we've got these started over the iucckend. The first and probably most 
obvious i s  to re-look at the question of thc pure oxygen purge on the pad. I don't 
know how many of you realize why we wele doing that, - it 's primarily a medical 
requirement that the crew be completely de-nitrogenated before they go into orbit 
in order to prevent any possibility of the "bends", nitrogen bubbles coming out 
of the blood, after you get up there. It turns out that at one time back in the Slet- 
cury Psogram, very early before any flight, the cabin was not so  purged --  the guys 
were just in the pure oxygen suit loop and there developed a leak between the 
ambient air cabin and the suit loop and tlie leak interacted in such a way that the 
guy was consuming oxygen, and the lithium hydroxide cannisters were removing 
the C02,  and the concentration of nitrogen was just developing and increasing, 
and test subject passed out very graduallyalid very gently but we knew it. He 
didn't die but that was one of the ea~l ie r  traumatic instances in the program, and 
from there on it has been a standard procedure to purge at 16 PSI. I would point 
out that that iirould represent a specific, a kind of general reaction to a specific 
problem. I think one of our difficultics as  we review this entire process i s  going 
to be what are our general reactions to this specific problems and we've got to 
have a continuing balance of trades, we've got to know what the risks are when 
we change and these design reviews are intended to emphasize not just what the 
design impact is,  but what the entire "risk balance" i s  to the best of our under- 
standing. Because it's kind of in the real wotld anytime you jump from one thing 
to something else, you're buying a set of problems that may take you six or 
seven, eight or ten years to find. All right, i n  addition to examining the pure O o  
purge, we're also exanlining the l~atcti, the questions of hatch design and escapG 
and s o  on. As you probably know, the Block I hatch has been considered not 
propel for EVA, and we had a nciv 11atc.h designed in Block I1 after we had re- 
viewed the EVA procedures in Block 11. \Ye had already had for ahout s ix  or 
eight weeks, a Block I1 re-review going l~erause the ptogram has not been satls- 
fied with the hatch or with tlie colich arrangements and s t r u t s  or that type of 
thing. We're ~ntensifying that r i f o~ t  and that's part of the feed-in here associated 
with redesign. M'e're obviously re-exarr~in~ng materials criteria and the impact of 
re-designing materialsor changing materials of cabins, and we are examining that 
impact of the two gas systcnl int tod~rr~cd at this stage and to the overall program. 



LONG: 

In addition to all o f  tlinsc thilrgs, 1 fornitad a c-onirllittc~c out of Houstol~; i t  may or 
ma?. not be sc>nicstliing the. 1;oartl is intc.tcstc.ti i n .  h u l  t l ~ c  con~rl~urlica~ions act~rally 
all during that day,  nlld yoil'vc Itcard so~nc of the tnpes and so on, and communi- 
cations Icft a fair atnurlnt to I)c desirc.d. \Yc.'vc svt up a conln~ittee to esamine the 
entire ron~rnunicatior~ prol~len~. \Ye had had sornc troubles in the spacecraft. \Ye 
had thought the spacecraft troul)les \\,ere solvc~I; the tapes are very noisy and 
rve're going to go tlirougli the: erltirc coomunication system dotvll here to see  if lve 
can understand where the traostnissions got I~ad, and 1 don't think, again, this 
had allything to do with the accidcl~t, t j t ~ t  it rcally, it 's partially a clean-up that 
we have to do anyhow, but partially we need to understand this. There were for 
the Board's information, ~vhich you probably Lnorv, records taken at Mission Con- 
trol. Those records had, fol a while been impo~~ndcd. I asked yesterday that we 
at least go through the same process there that we've been going through here, 
which i s  to take that data and reconcile it. There are some differences in the 
data,.as at least initially analyzed from thc recolds. \\'e1ve tried to examine all 
the data here, and be sure that what we were doing was right, and it 's one of 
those funny things where the ntission control data bears, in certain instances, a 
very strong family resemblance to i h r  data here, but then every once in awhile 
it 's a different event in there. And wc're going through a major review of those . 
data and a reconciliation of lhose data with what rue see  here. Most of us feel 
that [lie problem i s  really one of the distance between here and there and the 
methods of data processing used over there and so  on. But we want to leave no 
possibility for an ar~omaly measured sonleplace and not a second place. 

This i s  Long. Question! Are there any othel places besides these two where 
significant bits of data were accumulated in real time that might also need re- 
conciliation? 

SIJEA: There is,  of course, the data recorder at Goddard, and I think that's already 
been brought into the, - over - at least the Goddard station down here, I 
believe that's already been taken into the loop. There may be some recorded 

f 
BAXTER: 

a t  North American, I don't know for sure. But we will check that sir, and see. 
I 

Question. You say that we are going through the data! Is  this here now? Has & 

this all been involved with the central data bank? 
E 

SHE A: It's not been in here, I've asked ..., the Xlission Control people at Houston are 
doing the data processing at the present' time. The computers over there are se t  

t 
up to do'it and s o  on. \Vefll bring the data down here when the Board desires. 1 
think it really should be processed at horne there, because tllat's the place that 
knows it best just a s  we've left essentially all the data here for processing be- 
cause this i s  the place that knows it best. An independent check! It may do 

I 
absolutely nothing but I've got an individual assigned to make the reconciliation 
between the data and dete~mine if there's anything significant there or not. 
Lastly, we are generating at l-fouston a PA0 plan. Some of you have been in- 

[ 
volved with the program and you know wllat the publicity pressure i s  like, others, 
I think, are going to bc a little bit surprised by the amplification of the inconse- 
quen t i a l~  that's associated with the program at the time that, particularly, where 

1 
there's an information vacuum, and the Board is intelidcd, I think, to control the 
release of all information. We're ~rying to give you at least the ability to tap our 
background of expc~iencc here, and what the reporters are like and what they 
might resonate on and what they might not resonate on. And we will have a way 

i 
of making that available to the I3oard as  rvrll. I,astly, I've moved clown here and i 



will stay here to be available to the Board for either specific actions or if you 
want to talk about the background of whatever we know about something and so 
on and if 1 don't know it, I thinh 1 know who does know it, so that over and above 
the activity going on in the panels, if there's anything 1 can do for any of you, 
1'11 be around. 

1 LONG: Question. One small point. You mentioned that you were putting together in very 
complete fashion, the record of flammability studies, experiments, and so on, a s  
they bore on development of decisions the development of this spacecraft, and 

- 
that these records would be at Houston. Is there a mechanism whereby somewhat 
similar to some thing Baxter mentioned a moment ago, we could automatically 
have it understood that these will be made available in duplicate here? 

Yes sir, there I'd suggest that you give us time to complete the assembly and a 
kind of bibliography of this thing, because you know what government files are 
like, they just go on and on. We need to get this stuff pulled out; we need to 
understand it, and then, about all we are doing i s  collating now, and then the 
process of synthesizing from that, the description of what really went on is  the 
process that we will make all the information available to the Board and any 
file material can be brought down here. 

LONG: Question. Are you implicitly suggesting that it might be a good thing if you sup- 

I plied with some of these large files a'librarian to work with us to..? 

SHEA: I believe we probably need a librarian, we probably need a language translator, 

I 
and we probably need somebody who is at least familiar with some of the things 
that never get written down on paper but are part of the background of why these 
things happen. I think it i s  important none of us are trying to be protective or 
anything but there i s  just so much that never gets explicitly written down that I 

H . .  . think you ought to, as  you read things and so on, have somebody available to 
'answer questions and explain. W; will try to have such people available if that 
i s  what the Board decides. 

< 

I CHAIRMAN: Thank you, Dr. Shea. Are you proposing a question, Mr. Faget, - you are still 
; on the record. now. 

. . .. g : 'FAGET: . . .   his' i s  in the forin of a remark which I would like put on the retord. 9 e  story - . 
Dr. 'Shea told about hlkrcuiy he got from me and 'it is wrong in one slight detail .-. 
because I told it to him wrongly arid that was that the iatroduction of nitrogen 
into' the suit was through a GSE piece of equipment and that analysis showed . .  . that it could just a s  well have been introduced.ih the cabin and that is th! only , 

. detail of the story that was wrong. . . 
. . . .* 

- : SHE*: ;. ' '. I didn't check the data source. 
. - 

. CHAIRXZAN : 1 want to make an observation relative.to the impact of the questions and answers 
. between Dr. Long and Dr. Shea. I have asked the Secretariat to follow up on this 
matter of assembly of material and'in a form that people can make use of here'on 
sort of a library basis. This may require some implementation to carry out the 
intentions of that discussion and may require action here. Question? 

BAXTER: J might suggest that we have done this, the Air Force has done this on other pro- 

I grams as  when you have an area of very technical investigation by a particular 
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2 Crnce~ 01 gloul) y o u  n~iglit as!, t11:lt tl~c!' COIIIC ill wit11 a sumnlaiy rather than all i 

b, 

I or t l ~ e i ~  f ~ l c s  311d \\OIL., and tcll ~ o u  \vll'it tlle) 11;ive fo1111d out. It's just a sug- 

% 
gestlctn. 

i 
"2 CtI iIR\l.iN: A This sccnls to finis11 t h i s  part of o u ~  agcr~da for this aftelnoon. I would like to go 

t 
3 - off thc teco~d at this mo~i~ciit. !? 

5 (Off the Record D~sc~tssion)  b 
The next item to be reported on will be the status of tlie work at the pad relative 
to the removal plan that was discussed early this morning. hIr. Simpkinson will 
report on it. 

SISlPIiISSOS: By way of explanation for the change in this, I would like to offer that we are 
faced with 'operations we haven't performed before and the planningis proceeding, 
we are being very cautious in our planning - I think this i s  the wise way to go. 
In order to be safe out there, whicli we certainly want to do, we had certain opera- 
tions to go through and those were reported earlier. The schedule which now 
has come out which i s  tentative and hopefully meaningful, i s  that we will have 
the hatch cleaned. 1'11 explain that there i s  some debris that got into the little 
latch mechanisms. \Ve will clean up the hatch by 6:00 p.m. This i s  some debris 
that we have checked with the fire people and they have seen the hatch. It got 
in there in the ensuing days and we are bagging it and holding it. We are going 
to have the hatch installed by 7:00 p.m. \Ye will have the white room disconnected 
by 9:00 p.m. We are presently building stands to get to the LES which we do 
not have. A plan i s  being put together right now which will be ready at the same 
time of 9:00 p.m. tonight, by TPS, to move certain equipment' to put these stands 
in bolt holes that exist on the thing. \Ye have got to do this to get to it. I plan 
to come back to the Board with that TPS before we move any of this GSE. Some 
of it i s  connected to  he spacecraft. We may have to change our plans again 
if the Board does not concur with this. If we continue and the Board agrees with 
our moving plan, we get the stands up, we will have the boost cover off by mid- 
night. We plan to have two hours of photography because this i s  a new area and 
it  takes quite a while to cover that size, to get all of the flame patterns damage, 
and so  on and we plan two hours for photography. Of course, photography will be 
taken throughout the operation. 'The stands that we have built will then be in- 

.stalled by 4:00 a.m.' We'll set up the stands. prepare the LES for removal. \Ye 
raise and hoist it by 7:OO a.m. tomorrow niorning. We will have the launch escape 
system off by 1:00 p.m. tomorrow. We will have the forward heat shield off then 
by 9:00 p.m. and by way of explanation this takes chipping out a lot of hard epoxy 
to the hex holes in top, of hex bolts in order to wrench them - many of them. Then 
by 7:00 a.m. the following morning we will have all the pyros shorted. \Ye are 
then ready to remove the tlcbris f~om the couches as  discussed earlier. \Ye \viIl 
be in a configuration to allot< the first entry on the clean couches for a look at 
the structure and the heat patterns and the systems by 7:00 a.m., Thursday morn- 
ing. That, Mr. Chai~man, i s  our prcscnt schcdulc which I have a lot of faith in 
that we can meet. 

CIlAIKI1AN: Thank you. Other comn~ents? I'll ask V r .  I)onnelly, 1 think you want to say 
something about the woi k. Did you wan1 to makc some statement. 

4 
I)OhXLLLY: No, I want you to make a staternen[, Dr. Thompson, that you have directed us to 

'4 take the ordnance off the lau11c11 vehicle bc.cnuse that is the first configuration 
6 
4 E 



0 change t h ~ y  have made to thc launch pad .~ntl vchiclr since the arcident. 

1 don't knoiv ivhetl~rr tlley lirard that but I dllcc ted hlr. 1)onnelly to comply with 
the rcquirements and proceed with the removal of the ordnance from the launch 
vehicle. That accounts f o ~  part of the  dclay 111 this program. There are several 
other factors involved. In accordance nilh our request, Dr. Shea has prepared 
for consideration thc draft of a statement that intends to express our intentions 
for a policy that will be the basis fol iniplcmentation of a plan for control of 
data and documents. 

'I'his i s  a policy for the colltrol of data and documents relative to the AS-204 
Review. Original copies of all specifications, inspection data, test procedures, 
test data drawings, etc. Relative to all parts, sub-systems, modules, in space 
vehicle AS-203 arid associated GSE shall be impounded. Access to these data, 
shall not be restricted for normal plogram uses. Original copies of all inspection 
data, test procedures, test data, tapes, etc., relative to AS-204 and associated 
GSE from 0600, January 27, 1967, on, no matter where recorded, a s  well as  all 
duplicates of such data shall be impounded. Access to such data, or duplicates 
of such data, will be restricted to authorizcdpersonnel associated with the AS-204 
Review Board. For purposes of this instruction, impounding means assuring 
security of such data f~om alteration or destluctio~i. E;o release of any informa- 
tion of this type to public sources shall be made without specific approval of the 
Review Board. 

The intention of this proposed action i s  to establish a procedure that will allow 
work to progress wherein it i s  now hampered by the general impoundment of all 
material, records, and data that pertains to this vehicle. We are confronted with 
the necessity for a policy that will permit work to progress in an orderly manner. 
I would like to ask the Board members whether or not having heard the statement 
do they consider this i s  an adequate statement of policy to guide the implement- 
ation of action under task 15. 

(Off the Record Discussion) 

CHAIRXIAN : Does anyone have any further comments, or should we proceed? I hear no one 
objecting to this. I think that we should adopt this a s  a policy statement for 
guidance, and 1 would like to ask that the Secretary prepare a sheet report on that 
for each member of the Board for tomorrow, so  we can have another look at it and 
s ee  if tomorrow it looks a s  good a s  it does today, so  that we don'thave to modify 
i t .  'It i s  possible that, further consideration of it, we will have to find some 
amendment necessary. This meeting will now adjourn subject to reconvening 
tomorrow at noon. I want to restrict this meeting to just the Board members. 
That meeting will be at 12:OO. 

The meeting i s  adjourned. 



CH:\IKhIAN : ,At r h iu  point 1 woli!d iikt to dis!rihn:t. to :hs mendiership a statement concerning 
policy Eclr coritrol zmd ri-lease nf dnc ~inients. 'T!le t ide of this release i s  Policy 
of f:c,ntrol of I):ita T)nc!.in;c.n!s T(c.lilti\.? t1o AS - "O! Kevieiv.. We will have, in 
accordance wi:h 0i:r plan:, u s  of ycsterrizy, a report at this tirr~e on working pro- 
gress ()q tile pad. ?'!I? ri-l_i?:i:.! ~ + . Z S  ! : ! : ~ : p ; l ~ - ~ d  1!11?1er co:<niznnre of 51r. Faget who will 
ask for apprrjpri;i[r 1!1<.ii:i,e:,. to :;::f!.rc. ;!~eir report. 1:1 the Esecut iv~  Session this 
lltorfiing, ii was agi-<::<I iilai ,i ..,:lt:!!)i;: fci;.:lrat ~vhic!? we will follolv for operations 
of this Board, will require a progress sratcrnellt each morning that will bring the 
board up to dat.: oil ~ c t i \ i t i e s  of  he 1)revio:ls time period. r\lso, it was agreed 
that there will be ari Esecu;i:.e Session of the Eoaid at 3:00 p.m. each day. \Ye 
will tr)- to formulate activities around those two basic elements of agenda plan- 
ning for meetings of this Board. I would now like to ask ?iax Faget to start off 
with the report of progress for this morning's session by either presenting him- 
self or hy appropriate speakers for such a report. 

SIMP KIN SON : 

This mo~ning's report )till follorq a form that we think we will continue with if 
it proves practical. It consists of three parts, the first !\ill be the sclleduled 
activir) acco~nplislied in pad f i t  area, and other areas having to do with the d i s -  
asselnbly of the spacecraft, and the investigation of the actual article. \Ye wiI1 
also rexiew the anticipated scheduled and authorized scheduled activity that 
wiIl take place duting the next t\+enty -four hours. The second part will consist 
of a number of items that need Board approval in carrying out future activity on 
pad 3-1, and other locations in this investigation. The third part of the report 
1411 consist of the progress that has been made in analysis and in anticipated 
wr!, that bill be carried out in the conceivable future. Ur. Sinlpkinson will give 
us the status at the pad. 

Essentially we are on the schedule that was recorded yesterday at noon but1 
have provided 15 copies of this schedule which was completed yesterday on one 
phase and where we are today. For your information, we are presently removing 
the Launch Escape System, and plan to be through essentially on this schedule 
and continue on it  the rest of the day  mitjl 7:00 in the morning as  reported, when 
we \vould he ready to go Into the spacecraft and perform theTPS according to 
the plan agreed to yestel day. This TPS bili be ready for approval at 3:00 this 
afternoon by the Board, and we w i l l  have to arrange some schedule for this 
Board to agree to it. A s  per schedule, we spent about two hours with a number of 
members and tlie atl\isors to the Hoard, particularly the fire propagation advisors, 
We had a v e ~ y  good loo!. at it last night. \Ye may have gained quite a bit by look - 
i s  at that. Other than that, we have nothing new toSreport. \Ye have a couple of 
problems that need B o d  a~tention in particular. \Ye have here antenna hats 
which Here on the opposite side of the hatch which we need to remove i n  the 
next hour, or we will be holding up work. This i s  a scimitar which is a corn- 
binatlon S-band. YIII' hat usedto pull off the signal not normally on the space- 
craft In flight, ~t 1s nearl\ always on for test, it has no hald connection to 
to the spacecraft, t t  I S  t.l;)rd o n ,  and h~ : ,  a ( o s .  cable connected to ~t for pur- 
posts  of slgnal takr off. !l.~\t> c!c,(ltIed rtlat pkoper pliotographs he taken, pro- 
per inspection, :irc,pt.r ; i i ~ ~ i ( l < r . ~ p l ~ s  .ilic~ rernrlJal. \ \e xould like to set  i t  aside. 
?his wollld retlulrr y o  tii\connt-c~iorl of conrlectors we feel that are not in  our 
real:n, b e c a ~ l ~ e  of ( -\,.l,.fi rl;.l\ \ r s  a \u-.peLi l l r : < . .  \\r \vould like a decision 
froill the 1:~),11tl, al:l:o\i 1 ;  t x r ~ l ' i t c  l + ,  on ni~cthcl lit, ( a n  go ahead rb.ith the pIanI 
lust qd\e y011. K<>I~IO!  t i t  and 5c't ~t .ISI~C w~th  r h r  proper photosraphic inspec- 
t l c l I l  Cc,-\ eld",. 
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-t CIIXIKS1XN: I \vonld lil,c to ~tl~c,rru!pt .11 thl? p~i l t t ,  a:id 24, Ih. Van Dolah wlletlic=~ h~ has an) 

COIIIIIICIIIS CHI I ~ C  ~ns j tcc~~orr  111~1t WJS 111.1cle 1;1\t r~igitt. For tlir information of the 
lloaid riicnlbets hcle ~bho rfct not a11c.d) kiro\.v i:, the status of Dr. Long add tliat 
of Dr. \'an 1k)lslr 113s chr?n;:ed. lh.  l.or1g bas t)t-.con~e a consultant to the Uo;trd 
hecause Iic is un;ible to spend tlic tint? requi~ed as a Board nlember, in \ i e w  of 

- his duties at Cor nell. D r .  V m  Ihlah has now been assigned the position of nem- 
bcrsh~p on the Boartl. and I ivonld l ike to ask him at this time if he hasany com- 
nlrlits that Ile o~~gll t  to make or 5dsltes to make regarding the observations made 
last nifilit. + - 

Yes, a s  was already noted in the statements, a number of us, all of thoseasso-  
ciated with the origin and plopasation of the fire visited the spacecraft and spent 
about two hours exanlining it after the boost protective cover on one side had been 
removed, and after the a i r  supply duct has been removed from the opposite side. 
\\'c were able to see quite a lot that was inlpossible to see  previously, and were 
able to gain considerable insight into the nature of the fire. This i s  a l l  very 
preliminary and mucli more needs to be done. 

SIlrIPKIN SOX: I have the daily schedules and pad progressreport. I have one more item I would 
like to place in the record and get a decision frotn the Board at your convenience. 
\Ye have.a problem in that our special TPS written for this work has been mis- 
construed by some to be necessary to work on hardware that i s  associated with 
Spacecraft 012, but was never on it, and has been impounded. \Ye would like a 
decision some tin= during the day so  that we can complete and passout our ground 
reules of operation tvi thin our pad complex work, and how we can control this work 
with TPS's. \Ye need a decision a s  to what hardware should be under our control. 
\Ye have this suggestion. All hardware, both spacecraft and GSE facilities that - 
i s  now attached or has been connected or installedat any time since initiation of 
testing of the spacecraft at KSC. This i s  about the time you will recall, that 
we should do our altitude chamber run here. All other harddare would return to 
normal control by standard Apollo operating procedures that are in existence. 
\Ye would like the decision sometime today, s o  that we can get our ground rules 
out to many of the people, inspectors, and so on. It is very difficult holding 
meetings and every time we change shifts to give temporary ground rules out. 
Could we do this sometime today. 

(Off the record discussion.) 

CHAIRMAN: It is clear from the question with which we were just presented and the ensuing 
discussion tliat we are confronted with an unresolved problem of retaining proper 
supervision and control of these operations while at the same time, allo~<ngwork 
to progress in an orderly and expeditious manner. I would like to ask Max Faget 
for a coniment on that. 

\Ye will give this problem some consideration because it has a lot of implications 
and prepare a procedure that will bring here in written form for discussion by the 
Board, which I think will take care of all this concerned. 

CHAIR1\IAN: Thank you. hfax Faget i s  now going to continue with his presentation of a pro- 
gress report. 

Next we would like to ask Dr. Lanzkron who has been receiving the various re- 
quests for m r k  out on tile pad and other places that have come under the control 
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ol this Board to spvak. [Ic i s  going to make some specific reconn~endations on L 
what should be d611c in thc future. 

-I 
1 LAX ZIiRON: I basically Ilanded out a list of i t e m  that require attention of the Board. It P 
4 falls into two categories: those that directly affect the spacecraft, and those f. 1 that do not affect the spacecraft. 1 will cover first the items that do not affect 

the spacecraft. \Ye tvould like to remove from the pad to the M O B  the Becknlan 
gas analyler i s  not connected to the spacecraft at this point. It was used to 
check the gases in the spacecraft. \Ye would like to move on this very fast, 

L 
because probably nlost of the gas has escaped out of the analyzer. We would c 

like to take it  to the lab for immediate analysis. \Ye w u l d  like to remove this 
item $1. 

t 

Interruption. I presume Rolf and you also intend, of course, to calibrate the ana- 
lyzer. 

t 
LAN ZKRON : Yes. There will be a detailed TPS written on how to handle the evaluation of I! 

3 this data and how to control it. But we need immediate allowances toremove the 
hardware from the pad to the laboratory for analysis. 

\'Ah' DOLAI-I : Physically, where i s  i t  now? 

(Off the record discussion.) 

CKAIRhIAN: The discussion of Item #I  has led to the conclusion that the Board should insist 
that in analysis we are assured that outside organizations are involved and in the 
certification of the processes involved i n  this analysis. This i s  in line with a 
policy that was agreed upon in the Executive Session this morning to insure that 
the Board i s  properly monitoring the action. I am asking hlr. Geer to assume the 
responsibility for the Board of monitoring the action on the analysis in a manner . 
that conforms with this policy. 

LAN ZKRON : Item #2. Remove samples from the different K bottles - which are the bottles 
which contain the oxygen - and the test set-up,  for the same kind of analysis. 

CHAIRMAN: The Board requires that the comment made relative to Item # I  apply also toItem 
#2. So, proceed with the discussion or with the presentation of the plan. 

LAN ZKROX: Item #3. The removaI of the signal generator from a piece of GSE. This specific 
piece of GSE i s  a piece of comnunication GSE, which i s  used to receive data 
from the spacecraft during transmission. It i s  not used a s  the primary mode of re- 
ception; i t  i s  that reception which i s  used here in this building only. It i s  not 
used a s  part of tlie GOSS net, which i s  used a s  an official form of communication 
from the spacecraft. The signal generator, let us  say, remove from the impounded 
condition it i s  in, in the GSE C -  14- 442 a s  a complete unit. 

Can we gct the advisability of this from communications experts when they arrive? 
I think this i s  under the same thing . . . 

CHAIRMAN: A few minutes ago, we had an unresolved item that needs to be cleared up for 
action at the Pad regarding the C - band antenna coupler and we deferred action 
on that until we had some expert advice on that from someone who i s  to bcbrought 
here. I understand that the gentleman i s  here now, and will resume the discus-  



CHAIRllAN: sion of that item based on the presentation or respond to questions. Are you pre- 
pared to make a statement on that or just respond to questions. I don't have your 
name. . . 

STEIXES: -- -. Bill Stelges. 

CHAIRMAN: Are you prepared to respond to questions or make a presentation? 

STELGES: 1 understand the question i s  whether it is'acceptable for us to remove the antenna 
hat off the coupler. 

- 

(Off the record discussion.) 

CHAIRMAN: On the basis of the discussion, that i s  the clarification obtained from it, the 
Board approves the action to proceed with the removal plan for the C-band an - 

. tenna coup1 er. 

SIMPKINSON: Does this give us permission then, Mr. chairkin, to remove the VHF antenna hat 
which they have already stated i s  not a problem. We have had no known anomalies 
in the C- band as well as the scimitar. 

CHAIRXIAN : We are still on the record here. Is  there any reason to interpret this request other- 
wise than for both, for the removal of both antenna hats? (pause) This does ap- 
prove the removal of both antenna hats. Thediscussion of the proposal for Item 
#3 has brought out the need for much broader action to release equipment from 
its  impounded state. In taking this action, the Board also will ask Mr. \Villiams 
to take the necessary action to bring before the Board a plan for broadening the 
scope of the requested approval to include the many other items that ought to be 
examined to permit the orderly release of impounded equipment. So, if Mr. \Villiams 
will take into his area of responsibility, we will await a report from him at some 
future date. 

WHITE: Mr. Chairman, I think we should also add to that statement the requirement that 
we record the configuration of the communications GSE in the MSOB before i t  is 
removed from impoundment. 

CHAIRMAN: Very good. We will continue with the tests, or with discussion of the tests to be 
. done, pr hardware to be removed by Dr. Lanzkron. 

/ .a LAN ZKRON: : Item #4. On the SLO platform verify storage of GN GSE Cable S. You remember 
the meeting of two nights ago it was discussed that it 's not coherent that the GSE 
cable was removed from the spacecraft. 'The cable in the spacecraft which was 
seen visually was not the GSE cable - we have been able to identify that much. 
But we want to assure ourselves that the cable was removed and i s  stored right 
now in a specific area stated. 

1 CHAIRMAN: I s  there discussion? . , 

(Off the record discussion.) 

CHAIRMAN: On the basis of this discussion, Item 4, as  ploposed, i s  approved for action, so  
we may continue with the presentation. 



i 

Item ;is. SIX out of 18 lithiu~:~ spare hydroside canisters which are located here at D. 

IiSC a e  rcqui~ed in Downey. \Ye \\auld ljkc to nn3ve tllcse to fitvney. \Ve will 
also comc up \\it11 a general plan to allow us lo remove other such things out of 
impoundment. i 

- 

(Off the record discussion.) F 
Q-IXIRI\lAN: \Yith reference to Item 5, the discussiori b a s  revealed the necessity for imposi - t 

tion of a collstraint in the releaseof the canisters to insure that one or more cani - 
sters of the lot that are identified a s  from the same lot a s  are in the spacecraft be 
retained, in their current status. 

(Off the record discussion.) 

CHAIRMAN: By this action we approve the release of all othersof the 18 mentioned. 

(Off the record discussion.) 

CHAIRhI.4N: I wish to amend the statement made previously about the number of canisters to 
be retained to say three rather than one or more. 

CHAIRMAN : 

LAX ZKRON: 

(Off the record discussion.) 

We will resume a discussion on items for approval, regarding tests to be done or 
hardware to beremoved. Now going to those in the spacecraft, Dr. Lanzkron, will 
you please proceed. 

Should we call each one of these pictures a different number or would you like 
to take the total category of photographs as  one item? 

(Off the record discussion.) k 
CHAIRMAN: It i s  clear from the discussion that at this time, i t  i s  necessary to take action 

that will permit an orderly coordination of the many tasks that are beingperformed. 
In particular, we must give attention to the problem of getting Board approval on 
items that are in a category that requiressuch action in order to insure an orderly 
process and proper coordination between all the task groups that are now active 
In order to meet the requirements imposed on u s  by the situation. I'm going to 
establish at this time a committee1 that will deal with this coordination task, that 

is, the coordination task required for an orderly presentation of matters to the 
Board for their approval. This committee will bechairedby Mr. J. \Villiarns. The 
other members of thi 3 conunittee are Max Faget, C. Matthews, J. Yardley, and 
D. Jeffs. 

As a responsibility of this committee, the Board i s  asking that in the daily re- 
ports of progress to this Board, that it present an over - view of the entire scope 

' 

of the activities of the various panels in a form appropriate to the purpose of the 
Board's meetings. In effect, this means that it should be broad enough to be suit- 
able for the meeting but should not get into great detail. The responsibility for 
working out the actual format and type of report to be made will be left to the 
chairman of the committee. 

(FOOTNOTE) ' 1. This i s  tile body dl ich was functioning earlier as  a working group in- the task 
of organizi~ig tile working panels. 



(Off thc record discussion.) 

Cf IAIRMAN: The problem of photography has been resolved by Board approval of the plan a s  
specified in the list submitted .and with the understanding that additional photo- 
graphs required by certain of the Board menibels or task groups needed to supple - 
men1 photography in the areas of their particular respo~lsibility can be arranged 
for tllrougll the s!*stems already set  up without requiring future Board action. 

(Off tile record dj scussion. ) 

LAN ZKROS : Last  Item, Item 7, i s  the hlDAS, hledical Data Acquisition system removal. \Ye 
w u l d  like to remove it for correlation of data a s  associated with the flight PChl 
and the central timing equipment and the actual time records on the recorder. 

(Off the record discussion.) 

CHAIRMAN : ?fie discussion of this item has shown the need to defer approval of this item at 
this time subject to consideration at a later date. The suggestion has been made 
and endorsed by tlie Board that in removal of items from the spacecraft, tlie lo- . 
cation from which the article was removed be identified by some unobtrusive 
indication that identifies the area and i s  indexed to a record that permits the in -  
spection from other sources, of what was in fact, removed from that a r ea  The 
responsibility for insuring that this procedure i s  followed is assigned to hlr. Geer. 
in continuation of Faget's report, he will now continue. 

FAGET: . The third part i s  a summary of the analysis work of today and some speculation 
of where it 's going in the future. 

MARDEL: This i s  sort of a conclusion of the activities of the (DATA) analysis activity from 
yesterday. The first item, we should have a complete time line being typed. I'm 
not sure the time line i s  available right at this moment. 

Just say more detailed time lines; has more data than any presented s o  far. There 
were no new data anomalies disclosed from the last 24 hours. In other words, 
the new time line even though it has more detail i s  still basically the same a s  the 
time lines of a day or so  ago. A second item; we need dataon cabin tempera - 
tures and two cabin pressure measurement Systems response times todetamine 
a more real -time of the actual increase in temperature and pressure. The data 
should be available from qualification or other test data. This list wasrequested 
from North American yesterday, and additional testing may be required at North 
American to obtain tlie statements. 

The configuration of the battery manifold pressure measurement system must be 
determined to determine the response time. Remember the battery compartment 
manifold pressure measurement wasn't connected to the manifold, i t  was laying 
loose on the floor and it should have been bagged or should have had a dust cap 

'over the pressure ports. \Veld have to know what the configuration was and ac- 
tually run a special test in this case to determine the response time. We don't 
know at this time what the exact configuration was. 

We've requested this morning that the configuration committee provide this data. 
Item 4, the required data on the over and under voltage samples for the inverters 
on Spacecraft 012. This i s  required for correlation with the buss 2 inverter dif- 
ficulty and the caution warning system. \Ve've requested the informationfrqrn 

. . 



>I:\ KDEL: North American yesterday, we received most of the information this morning, but 
right now, wepie still trying to correlate serial numbers with inverter positions 
with busses. \Ve will have this cleared up by this evening, we ought to be able 

t 
to report on it tomorrow morning. Five, we say a special test will berequired on 
the gas chromatograph electrical connectors and the associate circuitry. \\'e re- 
quested North American to configure a harness and connector to the exact Space- 

I 
craft 012 configuration yesterday. I have noidea right now, how long it will take 
to make up these connectors. Item 6, we requested North American to run aquick 
test on a connector and harness similar to that of Spacecraft 012 of the gas chro- 

h 
matograph system. We're trying to get some feel as  to what happened when the 
connector i s  exposed to flame. 

In a power on and a power off condition. -- \Ire've requested the test yesterday 
and it may be run today or tonight. 

That North American reduce and analyze at Downey, the home plant in California 
with the following restrictions: 

d a. That a closed area be provided for all data storage and analysis activity. . 

b. That the area be closed with limited access to personnel. + 

c. That a tape copy be providedwith the voice track fully wipedout and all 
data after 23:31:05 wiped out, with a restriction that the medical dataplay- 
back be p~ohibited. E 
d. We request permission to have this tape copy made here at KSC and re. 
leased to North American Aviation at KSC for hand-carry to Downey. 

I request permission to have a tape copy made as per the previous restrictions 
a s  stated and released to NAA-  KSC for h'and-carry to Downey. 

Item #8, circuit breaker status for the gas chromatograph must be determined from 
the procedure and crew check list. We need this to determine i f  the connector 
was hot. We will request this of the procedure committee-immediately. Now, if 
you have a little bit of informationon it, tlleprocedure said that the circuit break- 

* er should be closed which would make it hot. -- The final switch set before 
crew ingress. .A special check was made and the circuit breaker was closed; 
w5ich made the connector hot. \Ye had to check the crew check list out to find . 
out if any change was made in that. After the incident, this particular circuit 

C 
breaker was found open. So we've got one more check with the crew checklist 
after ingress. . . . I 
Item #9,. i e  need to analytically determine. all the failure modes for the oxygen 
flow measurement system. We need the failure mbdes that could result in a high 
oxygen flow rate. This has been requested of North American this afternoon. 

' h 
\\'hat we are trying to do here is validate our data, \tle believe that the data i s  
truly representative of a high oxygen flow or could the measurement' systemhave 
failed at this point. 

Item #lo, we have to determine the status of the water glycol, water reservoir 
valves. I believe we are talking about 3 valve positions to correlate with the 
water glycol pressure data This has been requested for a couple of days. We'll 
go to theproper comni ttee right after the meeting. 

. .. 

A-30 ' ' 
I 



Item 211, Item 11 \ \as bCTdI(1l~~i out and i s  back in.. Request that a consultant 
I)c provlded for cl:tl~!irailoll ctt io icc  daiato tlcter~~iine illtat i s  actually stated by 
tlre rreu at tltc tinr of t l ~ r  rlilf~culty and we Ita\c ;I specific recommendation for 
a prison. 

CIIAIKht?rN: - Tlte 13oa1d does not ;tgrec \vith the need fol tlus request at this time.' Continue 
with the lecluest item. 

\Ye request a sprcinl playback of the gas  chromatographs of the inverter the C -  
band data fol the last h o u ~ s  and various s;vitch set  up to see  what the data looks 
like. This has been requested from the Events Committee and they should be 
available this afternoon. 

\Ye modified the request in the last hour, that basedon the fact that during close 
out before crew ingress the circuil breaker was closed. It was not changed from 
that point on. Crew i r g ~ e s s  thlough the incident - co~nplete data. 

CH.AIKS1XN : Does this complete your report? 

Yes, sir. 

(Off the record discussion.) 

CHAIRMAN: One comment on the report just made. There was considerable discussion by the 
Board of the restraint inlposed on release of data represented by Item 7C. The 
Board does not object to the release of this data as  proposed but considersit 
necessary that consideration should be given to the necessity for this restraint 
and will expect to here from this matter on the subject of reports. 

(Off the record discussion.) 

CHAIRSf AX: Col. Strang i s  prepared to make a pt el iminary report on the area of his responsi - 
bility. , 

COL. STRANG: First of all, gentlemen, a s  we look at it now, there will be three reports: a prelim- 
inary report, an intermediate report, ivlvich i s  further down the road, maybe two or 
three months, based on the feedback of the analysis. (\\'hen I use these figures, 
I'm just taking a guess). Then the finltl report, which i s  after all research accom- 
plish~nentsand analyses are completed; ttnless we are kept in session until tlie 

. ' fjnal report. Then, we will have only one report. But in this report, this is what 
we will have to have -- 1 submit it to the Board for i ts  evaluation, revision, and/or 
acceptance. 

The authoritktive document, this wvould he the document from Dr. Seamans, that 
established the Board and ~ o u l d  include any other documents that come to us, 
from now on unti I tlte completion of thc report that may change the Board's com- 
position. That i s  Section One. Section Two rvill be a narrative o f  the accident. 

This 1411 be a two to three pagc paper to include the period of time up to the 
accident itself. Nunil~er three sltould be on the investigation and analysis --This 
i s  developed from the time of the accident, right after the fire in other words, 
througlt the entire tinle the Board was in session. In this section we would also 
include the finalized recomnlendations. Section Four, a Life Sciences Report, 



CHAIRMAN: 

This will be rhc autopsy, rrpolt of d(lath, the rcport of injuries, a gcneral state- 
111ent nladc by the doctor ru~d of anything elsc in the areaof this concern; for ex- 
ample, gas  masks, elc. Sectian Five is Hoard proc eedings. 

I tvould like to lahe a nli11111e here 10 tell you what this consists of. \Ye have here 
a tape being made daily tvhich i s  being developed into a typewritten ieport after - 
wards. This will not bcrome a part of the rcporl itself because there are going 
to be nlany, many pages of proceedings. \\'e would put this in the file of the a c -  
cident; the file \~ould be those backup dataand everything else in support of the 
accident investigalion. \\heie this would be located at NASA, 1 don't know. The 
Air Force's, i s  at Korton AFB in the Inspector General's Safety Office. .4t NAS.4, 
because of the decentralization of safety, it i s  conceivable that i t  would remain 
here at KSC. The second part that we're confronted with here daily are notes 
that are being taken by the court reporter of important happenings, such a s  the 
fact that perhaps we will be visited by some Congressmen -- this would be an 
important happening. Or important things that are made a matter of record here 
that Dr. Tllompson, the Chairman of the Board, elects to put into the daily log. 
It definitely should become part of the Board proceedings. Now, there i s  a third 
item or a sub of what 1 just discussed and that i s  a list of actions that take place 
in the Executive Board sessions. This will be contained in a book separate from 
what I discussed. \\hether or not this i s  ever put into the Board Report i s  en - 
tirely up to the Board and Chairman. The sixth section i s  the Damage Report. In 
the Air Force, for example, we list  the cost of the total damagesto the vehicle 
and1 am sure that NASA wantsto make that information available -- damage to the 
vehicle, [he equipment, etc. 

.Section Seven i s  the Task Group (Panel) Report. This report concerns each and 
every Task Panel. For example, if we were running around 18 Task Panels, we 
would have a report from each one of these. Theoverall report from aTask Panel 
i s  broken down to at least five subheadings -- we havethe work statements, the 
proceedings, the findings, the recon~mendations, and supporting data. 

This last item would just have a reference in this Task Panel Report to the effect 
that the backup data for specimens of some hardware are contained at certain lo-  
cations.. Reports from the Task Panels are part of the basic report itself. Kow 
what I plan to do i s  come up with a written paper by tomorrow to present to each of 
you, and each Task Panel, a procedure so that we can help build towards this 
right now instead oE waiting until the end because it  gets real bulky andreal hard 
to control. . 

In some cases you'll find that you have to leave picture numbers blank because the 
day will come when we have to select maybe a hundredout of a thousand photo- 
graphs. You will have io number these. l'ou'll have to refer to them accordingly. 
Are there any questions? 

(Off the record discussion.) 

There was considerable discussion of this report by Col. Strang. The Hoard, I 
believe, feels that the outline presented represents a very good statement of a 
plan that will be at least at this time, in our viewof the situation at this time a 
workable and satisfactory approach to the problemof making a final report. 

The meeting i s  adjourned. 



CHAIRMAN : 

STRANG: ! 

CHAIR,MN : 

SEAMANS: ' 

. FINAL REPORT 
FEBRUARY 2, 1967 

The meeting i s  now in session. We are privileged to have with us, today, Dr. 
Seamans, Deputy Ailministrator, and Dr. Gilruth, Director, Manned Spacecraft 
Center. I would like to make a few announcements of actions that have been 
taken since our last meeting. There have been revisions of the tasks that were 
organized to implement our investigation. There has been a need to change the 
s tatus  of one of our members, because of problems regarding the association of 
contractors and Government workers. In accordance with the requirements of a 
situation that we find ourselves in, Mr. Jeffs i s  no longer a member. He will act 
as  a consultant. I hope that i t  will turn out that these changes will in no way 
impair the very good working relationships that have been developed withoutre- 
spect to who anyone i s  working for, when they are working for a common purpose. 
Another matter that I would like to announce i s  that I am asking Col. Strang in my 
absence, to serve a s  the Acting Chairman. Another announcement perhaps i s  a 
repetition of what I said before, and maybe it i s  not. The format that we worked 
out i s  that the hlission Briefing Room will now be classified a s  a briefing and - 
hearing room for Board activities. In addition, there i s  also a Board room at 
which executive meetings of the Board will take place, rather than here. This 
room can remain available for other uses that may be appropriate, because of the 
displays and equipment in here. This morning we have a s  an agenda, reports of , 

events since our last meeting. To start off, however, I'd, like to ask Col. Strang 
to tell us  a little bit about some events that he knows of 'that are relevant to this, . - 
our meeting here, if he'd care to at this time. Col. Strang. 

Yes, sir. I just received a call from the Executive Officer in Gen:Ilouston~s 
office. He had been notified by Col. Floyd, Air Force Legislative Liaison Office, 
to  the effect that we're going to have a visit, Friday afternoon at approximately 
1430, by two Congressmen. I have the names and all, but it's in a paper being 
developed upstairs, sir. They expect to proceed from Patrick Air Force Base, 
right after arrival at 1430, out to the iaunch complex, where they would'like to  
talk to  the authorities in reference to the investigation and conduct of what's 
going on. They will depart Patrick at noon Saturday, and go to Houston, where 
they will continue their investigation Saturday night and Sunday morning, then to 
Brooks Air Force Base, where they will then do a little investigation where the 
Air Force just had an accident, and then proceed back to Washington. I might 
bring up that one of the deceased at Brooks Air Force Base is a ~ons t i tuan t  of 
one of the Congressmen, from New York. I have all the facts and figures on this- 
they will be available in a couple of minutes and I'll prescnt them to you. . 

Thank you, Col. . 

(Off the recwd discussion.) 

I just received a second progress report from Brooks Air Force Base. 

Just a minute, Cot. Strang, just one comment. 

We were advised yesterday afternoon, by the Armed Services Committee that the 
Chairman, Chairn~an Rivers, had designated these two Congressmen to come here 



- 
CIJAIRIi.4,'\T: 

STRANG: 

ant1 to go to IIol~stun a s  well a s  R~.uoirs A i r  f:orcc: Base to investigaxe the ac- 
citicnts that occurretf botl~ 11c.r.e ;~nd at Jilooks, but \v r  wcrv aware of this and a 
little later on we'll discuss \vith our  Ct~xilman exactly rvllat arrangements 'should 
be made for tlic C~~lgrcssnieri wl~ile theyBrc Iicre. 

1 

Thank you, 1)r. Seamans. Col. Strang, you want to continue with your report? 
1 

Yes, Sir. The second item I havc is that I have received thcnumber two progress 
f 

ieport from Brooks Air Force Uase ~vhcrc the Air Force i s  conducting an accident , 
investigation. This i s  on a recent incident wllere two airmcnwere killed in an 

I 

altitude chamber. 1 have a wrltteri report on this, and 1'11 pass it  out to the 1 
Board mcmi)ers for tllcir info~mation. \Ye have established, in line with this, a tie 
with persons on the Board there. \Ye have concurrence Lorn the Chief of Staff of 
of the Air Force to get this inforniation as  it occurs. It will have some bearing t 

possibly. That's all 1 have, sir. 

CIIAIRSIAN : Thank you, Col. Strang. In addition to the tie we have with the Brooks incident, 
we also have established another tie that relates to the problem of having what i s  
learned here made applicable to other national programs. A new Board represen- 
tative has arrived today -- Xlr. Collins who will serve in a liaison capacity here to 
take advantage of the findings that are  developing, and their application to the 
Air Force XlOL Program. We will now continue the progress reports. 

CHAIRMAN: ln case there are planning groups or other groups that need witness statements, 
before they go out, we have the initial document on the witness statement, 1 pass- 
ed it out to all the Board members. Second, what distribution, what kind of con- 
trol on distribution has the Chairman considered on these witness statements? I 
would consider out of all our documents they are the most sensitive right at the 
moment. We can certainly make them available to whoever needs them. In the 
witn6ss statement of work in response to the charter, for the panel, which des- 
cribes how we are going to operate. That's all I have, sir. 

CHAIRIIAN: The Chair, you are asking for instructions and guidance on the classification? 

BAXTER: No, sir, not classification, the distribution. 

FACET: 

SI\4I'KIBSON: 

Well, we'll try to develop something on that, and see that you get the necessary 
information. \Ve will give Lt. Col. Baxter an instruction that the distribution of 
the information for which he requested guidance will be controlled in the follow- 
ing manner: it will be available to the Board members as  they require and with 
the restrai~i.that they can pass it  on to the Task Chairman. Any further distri- 
bution i s  to be restricted except by specific request to tile T3oar.d member who will 
have the authority to permit additional distribution if necessary. 

We have received a report of preliminary findings of the Apollo 204 data and re- 
lated material dated 1 February 1967, developed by the Apollo Spacecraft Pro- 
grams Office. This report i s  being distributed to the membership, here today. 1 
will now ask Dr. Faget to report on developments of the last day. 

I would first like to ask Mr. Simpkinson to report the status of the work out on the 
pad and the predicted schedule of work the next day. 

hir. Chairman, we had some slow-up of the activity and yesterday I reported we 



FAGET: 

CHAIRMAN': 

LAN Z KRON : 1 

\\:ere csscntially on schvdulr. This nlornirig \\;c we several I~ours behind. At the 
mcbrncnt we are srlfing the pyros in tllc forward llcnt sllicltl and this i s  tlle reason 
for thr delay. 1 think yo11 si~nuld klioiv that. Tllc same team that i s  required to 

remove the launch escape system is re(1uiretl to remove the pyros,and they needed 
three or four hours sleep between thcsc two operations. \\'e didn't lose this time. 
lye took advantage of i t  to do other things o u ~  there. Our repor:cd scl~edule did 
drop back somer\.hat. There are 20 copies for tlic Board a s  of the day's projected 
schedule. \Ye planned to start safing the pyros at six o'clock this morning and 
plan to be through by two o'clock this afternoon and we covered up the forward 
he41 shield after that to protect it arid renio\~ing thc hatch sollie time between two - 
and tlireeo'clock. You schedule shorvs at three o'clock to start TPS's or work 
orders a s  they are available. \Ye do have one approved which cleans the debris 
from the couches and it i s  a 30 page d o c ~ ~ n ~ e n t  to be very very carefully done and 
will take considerable time. \Ye are projecting about two days to do that, but we 
have really no basis to put this on. It's going to be very slow and cautious. \Ye 
don't believe we can hurry this operation any way. \Ire will be starting about 
three, we will have Five Panel with us, we'll have anyone that i s  required. 
That's our schedule for today --our activities. The other TPS that we will work 
in conjunction with this i s  the one which you approved yesterday to remove the . . 
the non-attached, non-connected hardware so that we can have a better place to 
work now. I do need some guidance fur this two-thirty meeting if I could have it. 

Thank you, Mr. Simpkinson. 

(Off the record discussion.) 

The next part of this morning's report will be from Dr. Lanzkron who has a number 
of action items that he would like to put before the Board. 

As suggested yesterday, the Board came up with the general policy for removing 
hardward that i s  not associated or connected with the accident. These are nu- 
mbered in continuation of the action item of yesterday and we start with number 8. 
Basically this i s  GSE, STE and facility equipment on Launch Complex 34. All 
equipment of this type not utilized for checkout or servicing of Spacecraft 012 on 
Pad 34 should be released for normal operation. This equipment i s  not required 
for this investigation but i s  required by other Cape operations. Are you asking 
the Chair a question, Dr. Lanzkron? 

1 am asking for approval of the Board for this action. Item 9-- all equipment of 
this type utilized prior to Plugs-In and removed prior to Plugs-In but are still in 
the complex area should be statused in terms of configuration and released for 
removal from the complex area. 

Item 10- all equipment of this type used during Plugs-ln or later will require 
Board approval. Item 11 - GSE STE facilities equipiiient outside of Launch Com- 
plex 34. All equipment of this type utilized in buildup prior to the arrival on 
Launch Complex 34 of Spacecraft 012 should be released lor further use. Item 
12 - all servicing equipment of this type utilized prior to arrival at Launch Com- - .  

plex 34 should be checked for configuration status and fluid samples for future 
reference. Equipment then should be released Ior further usage. Item 13- all 
B\lE of this type utilized on spacecraft hadware prior to colnpletion of the cham- 
run should be released for use. Suit BME shol~ld remain under Board cognizance. 



Item 14 - spares which are utilized in Spacecraft 012 should stay impounded. 
Spares that did not see  the spacecraft should be dispositioned a s  follows: Items 
of large quantity production, more than 50, maintain 3 of same lot. Small produc- 
tion, maintain 1 of same lot. Item 16 - GSE spares. All spares should be re- 
leased except those used to service oxygen and watel glycol. Non-flight hard- 
ware and non-GSE. Item 17 - equipment of that category not utilized after 
chamber test should be released except for communication equipment which will 
be controlled by the Board, Item 18 - equipment in above category utilized during 
chamber run should be base line in terms of configuration and released for use 
except the communications equipment which will be controlled by the Board. 
Item 19 - lab supplies. Any item used on Spacecraft 012 should have se t  aside 
adequate quantities allowing for lab analysis. The rest should be released for 
use. ltem 20 - new equipment. Any equipment whose equivalent has not been 
used on Spacecraft 012, but i s  now in areas which aren't controlled by the Board 
will be released for use. Item 21 - IMCC, Houston, Not utilized,. but for monitor- 
ing should be released for further use on other things. Item 22 - the UCP check- 
list  schematics, both flight and non-flight, being utilized by the crew a t  the time 
of the incident should be removed for reconstitption. The removal should be care- 
ful, photographs should be taken to establish condition of both. Provide photo- 
graphs where technically possible showing the location and condition of these 
items a s  follows: only books to-be removed now are those on the couches. I 
would like to add an item 23 which i s  not on this list. Since this Board makes 
available this room for access, who are the people who have access to this room? 

- (Off the record discussion.) 

CHAIRMAN : It is understood by the Board, that all these recommended actions have been 
approved by the cognizant committee. The Board approves the recommended action 
but wishes to reiterate a matter that was brought up in a previous meeting, that 
where samples are required for analysis, that there be sufficient samples left to 
provide analysis by outside or independent groups. It i s  a general policy direc- 
tivq that there be enough for two outside analyses of this type. If there are cer- 
tain conditions that make this impossible the appropriate action could be brought 
back to the Board for approval. In bringing that matter back' to the Board i t  i s  
requested that recommendations for appropriate action accompany it. 

(Off the record discussion.) 

CHAIRMAN: Dr. Kelly. 
, 

DR. KELLY: Room 106 at the PIB i s  set  up a s  stated in Administrative Procedure No. 3. This 
is an Evaluation Room for the flight suits. Additional aids in this evaluation 

needed such a s  the training suits and photographs. Security will be worked 
out between myself and hfr. Buckley and patterned after Administrative Proce- 
dure No. 3. 

CHAIRMAY: Thank you, Dr. Kelly. F 

B ORhL4N : Spacecraft 14 arrived here a t  Cape Kennedy last night and i s  now in the MSOB. 
i 

. It i s  proposed that that spacecraft be relocated at PIB and that the work on that 
spacecraft be under the control of the same panel, the disassembly panel, that i s  
now controlling the work out at Pad 34. E 



a s  to thc intendcd use of the S~xrrc-clnlr (714 i n  tile inl~nctii:i:e future. 

r .  Cbnilmall, this i s  Co!. I\or~nan. 51)'iceci.tft 01 1 will bt. located ifi 
the PIB lluiiding. It i$ill be under tlte control of tht. Spncecraf! Disas- 
senJ,ly l'anel and it will Le aciriuius~eted in the same n~anr~er as  Space- 
craft 012. T11c i~nrnedl.~ie use \\ill be to provide a "before" item and a 
coniparison with Spacecraft 012. The immcdia~e access should be for ~ t ~ c  ,fire 
people who are not familiar ivith tlic spacer~aft  and also systems experts from the 
Apollo Prog~arn Oftlce who will nc,cd immc>diate access. This will not, of course, 
involvr disturbing or removing any items. This i s  the immediate requirement. 
Further on we are going into detail disassembly of Spacecraft 012. It i s  pro- 
posed that the technicians perform the corresponding disassembly on Spacecraft 
014 prior to proceeding on Spacecraft 012. \Ye really have two separate utiliza- 
tions, the initial one i s  for investigation and observation, the final one will be 
for disassembly. 

Xlr. Chairman, I propose that we impound the checklist of the backup crew for use 
in the event that the checklists in the spacecraft were destroyed or partially de- 
stroyed. These checklists were updated and represent the best copy of the check- 
l i s t  used by the crew. 

CHAIKXI AN : Are there any comments contrary to that proposed action? (Pause) The Chair 
agrees that appropriate action. Dr. Kelly, with reference to your proposed action, 
this i s  approved to include the photographs and other material with the under- 
standing that we have established before that they are in proper custody and 
available to those who have the need to know. 

(Off the record discussion.) 

CHAIRXIAN: With reference to Dr. Kelly's item, the photographs in his custody should be 
handled in such a way that they are made available to those who have a need to 
know. 

(Off the record discussion.) 

STRANG: 

CHAIRMAN: 

Gentlemen, in your box today I will place a format for the Task Group Report 
that we discussed lightly yesterday. Attached to it is a little philosophy a s  to 
why we need this information. 

Will the secietary take those docurnknts that you all h a w  and see  that each one 
of the Board members gets a copy. The meeting i s  adjourned until tomorrow 
morning at 10:30. 



FEBRUARY 3, 1967 

I-diink that at  this time it m'ay be appropriate to make a few ren~arks relitive to 
accomplishments to date, in view of the fact that 1 believe we have reacl~ed a 
fairly important, or passed, perhaps, an important milestone in the progress of  
this review. The Spacecraft has now been.made available for at least initial 
photography inside. Tile process of unlocking the paperwork and equipment - 
all those things involved in the impoundment - the impoundment action that took 
place has at least in considerable degree brcn accomplished. It has not hcen 
accomplished in full detail, but 1 think rve can say it  has  been a relatively ef- 
fective effort. I think w e  have accomplished this with sufficient care s o  that I 
feel that we are in command of the situation. 

The inspection of the Spacerralt by photography at this stage i s  being controlled 
in the following manner: The Coordinating Subcommittee will establish priority 
and coordination for all tasks rrqiliring access to the Spacecraft. In addition, 
the access to the Spacecr;~l't will be controlled by a crew under the direction of 
Colonel Borman, who i s  a member of the Board. 

I'd like to make a correction a s  to the status we have achieved in inspection of 
Spacecraft. It i s  not limited to photography - it actually applies to al l  activities 
of inspection of the Spacecraft. 

(Off the record discussion) 

In the discussion that just took place, it appears necessary to point out that in 
obtaining statements from witnesses rvhich i s  now in progress, that any informa- 
tion that people have, that should Board Slembers and other people, associated 
with this Board have, that i s  in a category that-belongs in this statement frame- 
work, they should bring it to the attention of Colonel Baxter of the stituation and 
let him take appropriate action. 

\Ve have just witnessed a film concerning. fire hazard with conducting wires, and a 
record of and identification of that filni which was supplied by 1,ockheed - 
Georgia Company and will be given to the Secretary for the record. 

<- 

The title of the film i s  "Investigation Report, Aircraft Wire Harness Fires - Rev. 
#3." This film describes a phenomena called "\Vet Wire Fires" which may be 
relewant to a possible source of ignition in the Apollo 204 Spacecraft. Three re- 
ports' in this subject are in the possessiotl of Colonel Strang and will be avail- 
able to any interested task group. 

Mr. Petrone, who had made a statement in a previous meeting, wishes to address 
himself to that previous record and make some remarks concerning it. Mr. 
Petrone. 

Mr. Chairman, in my verbal report to the Board, late on Sunday, I said we had 
taken a sample upon a report by the Command Pilot, of an odor - a buttermilk 
type odor - in his loop. 1 reported that when we got the sample, a sample was 
taken from Ed White's loop. I'd like to amend that to state that on further inves- 
tigation there were two samples taken; the one takcn initially reported the butter- 



LANZKRON: 

CHAIRhI AN: 

LAN ZKRON : 

CHAIRMAN: 

LAN ZKRON: 

CHAIRMAN : 

lrlilk odor. \Ye find that upon later rc>vit\~r that it was actually taken from 
Grissom's suit, allcl the sample taken \\'hitels suit was a normal sample. Ne 
would likr to closc out the environnicntal control systeili with a Beckman ana- 
lyzer. I t  only tells you how much oxygen i s  present. I was requested to get the 
names of the people who physically did this job to Colonel Baxter and his group. 
s o  that the statements could be taken of what was connected physically to what 

- - 
suit to se t  the record straight. 

Thank you. Xir. Williams, do you have a report? 

\Ye have the three items that we reported on yesterday. The recommended Board 
be given by Dr. Lanzkron, summary of panel findings will be given by Xir. \lardel 
and the Disassembly Committee's report will be given by Colonel Borman. \Ye 
\Ye will have Dr. Lanzkron's report first. 

That's Action Item No. 25. It deals with the ACE Spacecraft Station Kumber 1 
and computer control room. The feeling i s  mr~tual that it could be released for 

maintenance and normal work after documentation of the computer and control 
room configuration. Item 25 i s  releasing the ACE Spacecraft Station for other 
utilization after configuration inventory to assure that we know what the config- 
was at the time of the accident. 

(Off the record discussion.) 

There being no objection, the Item 25 i s  approved a s  proposed and s o  you may 
proceed, Dr. Lanzkron. 

Item 26 - Authorization i s  requested for expedited issuance of request to the ' 

F.B.I. to insure maximum salvage of burned crew data book and other burned crew 
documents. 

(Off the record discussion.) 

Item 26, on the basis of the discussion, i s  approved with one modification - the 
word "salvage" i s  changed to "reconstruction." And with the understanding that 
Colonel Borman will take steps to obtain the help from appropriate organizations 
in the process of meeting the requirements of maximum reconstruction indicated 
by this item. . - 

Item No. 27 - The S-Band, VHF Spacecraft official tapes should be released to 
Bell Labs to determine contents of tapes. 

(Off the record discussion.) 

With reference to the last item, that is,  Item No. 27, there was considerable 
discussion on how best to make use of the additional data hitherto not known to 
us; or not analyzed by us, toinsure that we obtain the maximumvalue from i t  and 
run no undue risks in the process. The selection of the Bell Lab a s  a contractor 
takes into account a need for an outside, disinterested party of high quality with 
well established qualifications to make this analysis. However, in the process 
of getting an appropriate copy to them, we would like to charge the people rcho 
have custody of the tapes here to explore with Bell the problem of how best to 



. CHAIRMAN: 

insure that \vlten 111cy analyze thc  originill that ~ \ . c  ~c~ ta in  the best pussible copy 
in ordcr to avoid all possible risks ol losing tlic value of a very irriportant record. 

As a result of fur the^ tiiscllssion, an additional instruction i s  given regarding 
explo~ation of tile manner in handling this tape. There will be an exploration of 
tile problem of extracting the maximum informatior1 from tapes that may be in our 
possession and could possibly yield additional information of value LO this 
review. 

(Off the record discussion.) 

\Ye are now prepared to hear a report from \h. llardel. 

Item 1. The gas chromatograph powered sensor cable connector was exposed. A 
special check disclosed that the plastic bag of this connector was removed dur- 
ing close-out. This was a question raised in the Board Xleetirig on Wednesday. 
From statements received from two of the people, it was stated that during close- 
out, the plastic bag was removed. There i s  a standard practice that no open 
connector remain in the Spacecraft, that every electrical connector, every ex- 
posed plumbing line be covered. We will plan on a meeting with these people 
again, around noon, to try to determine why the plastic bag was taken off. 

With reference to Item 1, the discussion discloses that. the Board will be very 
interested in a very careful andconiplete evaluation of the situation that surrounds 
and i s  associated with Item 1. So rve may proceed, Xlr. !lardel. 

Item 2: A taped sequence of the events chart i s  complete. The chart you see  
on my right, the white board. This chart will be updated daily, each morning. 
And that contains the complete sequence of events from the data, versus time. 

Item 3: The latest data indicates a rotational controller output transient a t  22 
hours, 30 minutes, 54.85 seconds. This i s  the same time that the AC Bus 2 volt- 
age changed. This data i s  preliminary, it i s  not validated . We will do some vali- 
dation on it today, reporting on i t  tomorrow morning. 

We are receiving a progress report and I think we have to keep in mind that these 
item-by-item progress reports do not, in general, represent findings, nor i s  it in- 
tended to create the impression that this i s  all of the action that i s  intended. 
hir. Mardel, continue. 

Item 4: The Witness Statement Panel has received two statements that mention a 
peculiar odor near the Spacecraft, prior to the incident. We don't know the exact 
period of time when these statements were made. \Ve will check this roday, re- 
port on it  again tomorrow, the same item. 

Item 5: A GSE measurement, the hydrogen tank fan motor was found to vary at 
23 hours, 26 minutes, 30.4 seconds. At the exact time of the previously recorded 
ground supply center variance. This measurement cable was not hooked up at 
the service Module and should not have to read anything. A check will be made 
to determine if it's an ACE Station noise problem. It's preliminary data, and we 
have to investigate it  further. 

Item 6: The gas chromatograph rate was found to vary a number of times in the I 
(Sheet 3 of 4) 
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!as[ cmc and one-half t iours ,  bcafore tlir firc. 'rhr significance and meilning i s  
.. '1;-;l.esludicd. . \Velooked at special playback last night, and going back from the 
.'fisy.c variance near the fil-c, the t n c e  rotuains stable, and 35 minutes before the 
fire, it shoived a variance. Going back through the total hour and a half trace, 
!:.i. had about 4 variances in the data. .\Ye are making additional playback today, 
c;oil~g . ! I  t h ~  way back to the time of crew ingress and will review that data some 
r::~lc L',:.J evening, and will report on i t  again tomorrow. \Ye are also making a 
spi ( ~ . - i  check on airframe 00s at Houston where we've got this connector in the 
Spacecraft and we'll movr the connectol around to try to determine if there i s  
any \ariation fiom connector movement. This information should be availabIe 
some time this evening. \t'e'll be reporting on i t  tornolrarv morning as  well. 

CBAIRSIAN: Thank you, hlr. hlardel. 

Colonel Borrnan, are' you prepared to give a report? 

BORM.4N: The report from the Spacecraft Disassembly Committee. The debris i s  now off 
the couches. We are pxeparing to remove the leg rests and headrests. This 
should be completed by 1600. Afcer 1600, we'll install the plyrvood covers over 
the couches and we will be ready for the fire experts to make the initial look 
within thc interior of the cabin. \Ve are planning also today to transport the 
hatches over to the PIB Building and we are now formulating the TPS' to continue 
on with the work as  directed by the Board. I think that the rest of the day will 
be spent in examination and photographic evidence from the couch area. And 
that's all I have. 

CHAIRMAN: Thank you. I wish to make further reference to an action we took earlier here 
about the responsibilities of the Panel Coordination Committee a s  to theit activi- 
ty in relation to setting up priorities for access to the vehicle. I would like to 
point out, particularly based on the previous discussion, that the panel should 
consider themselves a s  having a responsibility for reviewing the entire process, 
not only in regards to passing on priority, but perhaps questioning and suggesting 
items that should be included that nlay not have been proposed to them. And 
particularly this matter of the structural examination, a s  being essential part and 
parcel of the examination should be considered. 



FEBRUARY 4, 1967 

CH:\IRSlhN: In  opening the n~ccking t h i s  ~iiorlling thc:re arc c-crt21in things 1 would like to say 
regarding things tl!nt are u n ~ i ( ~ i . \ ~ ~ ~ .  \Ye arc tnking appropriate steps to. be certain 
that offers of help from organizations, groul~s, or individuals to assist  in this re- 
view are acknowlcdgrd by. tlie Ci~nirnlan, and tllnt with the understanding that we - -. 

are also taking apl>ropriate action to follow up on thesc offers. This will in.- 
clude, particularly a s  regards many of the suggestions that are coming in'from in- 
dividuals that probably have very little to actually contribute other than their ex- 
treme interest in this review, an ackno~v1vlrcIgement of their suggestion to this 
Boasd. M'e have one Inatter that I would particularly like to ernp hasize this 
morning. That is ,  we proceed hcrc in establishing our courseof action. We find 
it necessary to r e -  examine procedures, particularly those that relate to the 
control of, acccss to, and preservation of exhibits. This means that responsi- 
bilities of individuals may be modified and that everyone that has knowledge or 
custody of material relative to this review take appropriate action to insure that 
it will he placed in the designated areas. 

In the discussion, it was brought out that the adherence to procedures or the de-  
velopment of procedures to adequately deal with the situation with which we are 
presented has many complexities that will require individual judgment to be ap-  
plied at many levels. It i s  clear that there must be a very careful attention 
given to the implementation of procedures that will meet the broad requirements 
outlined, and at the same time permit a workable pattern that will permit this 
review to proceed in a direction that will yield a ~liaximum result. 

I will ask hfr. Williarns to proceed now with the presentation of the reportsof the 
Task Groups for the acts that have taken place in the last periods. 

WILLIAMS: We'll call on two panels th i s  morning. We do not have any tests to be done, or 
items to be removedat the present time, but we will have the Di ssassernbly Panel 
on the work schedule to be carried out. And also a report from the Integration 
Panel, which will bring us up to date on what has happened since the last leport . 

' CHAIRMAN: In an action yesterday afternoon the Chair approved the removal of items from the 
spacecraft that went beyond the authorization that was on the record in  the morn- 
ing meeting, and 1 think the report that is now being made, the progress report, 
will reflect this action. I will ask hlr. \l'illiams, in connection with his approval 
to itemize the extent of the approval as  i t  now exists. 

WILLIMIS: In executive session yesterday, we approved theinstallation of plywood covers 
for the coucl~es. \$hat was approved last night was inspection by the fire ex-  
perts follolved by another inspection by the spacecraft inspection groups. The 
third item was the Slaterials Panel inspection. The Materials Panel wanted to 
take a look at the inside of the spacecraft. \\'e approved the inspection by the 
systems engineers, to see if they could see items out of place, an item that 
shouldn't havebeen there. .After the inspection by these three groups, we autho- 
rized a series of photos of the interior. Once photos are taken, we then plan to 
remove the top hatch. The next item was to cut the cables from the translation 
controller. The next item was to tie back the cobra cables, install the platform 
under the couch, to be followed by the fire experts inspection from the platform, 
and then we are ready to remove the couches. Following the removal of couches, 
we want anothe~ inspection by the fire experts from the Z platform, a panoramic 
photography of the interior of the spacecraft and a detailed floor inspection and 



CHAIRMAN: 

\\rIlALl.4hls: 

CHAIKMAN: 

\\'ILLIAhlS: 

CHAIRMAN : 

WILLIAMS: . 

SIMP KINSON: 

sketcll. Following tllat, we want to reniove disclete pieces from the floor, in- 
stall ;i I,ilse floor to protect the reniaining pieces of evidence on the floor and 
thrn proceed with oul inspection of tlie interior of the cabln. This i s  a s  far a s  
the planning bent last night. 

Thank you, Mr. \Yilliains, I would like to ask Vr. \Villiams, at this time, to explain 
how fa in time the current defined and approvedplan takes them. 

The current plan or approved plan should take about 3 or 4 days. \Ye are in the 
processof twrki~lg on an overall plan co~.ering the remaining period of tinie. 

Let me ask you further, can you give u s  a notion where we will be at that time 
regalding our ability to inspect, and inspection of the spacecraft. 

At the end of the approved plan, we will have the fire group inspecting the space- 
craft and what we are working on now i s  to have the design people and subsystems 
specialists develop 5th a testing should be done after this period of tinie. I 
think that we can have an overall plan by the next Board meeting, say hlonday. 

I would like to discuss this a little Inore ~ l t h  !he group under hlr. \Yilliams after 
' 

this meeting to see and get a little better idea of just how we are and have an 
overview of how far we go, how far ou: current planning takes us. I would $so 
like to ask this group to address themselves to the overall planning of making 
their progress known so  that the Board can be in a better position than it i s  now . 
to understand the course of action when major rnilestones may be passed or 
reached. 

blr. Williams will proceed with the Progress Report. 

I m u l d  like Mr. Simpkinson to give us the Progress Report on Complex 34. 

hlr. Chairman, our present schedule has been passed out to all of you, work 
fashion, and it  contains the items that hir. \Blliams repeated before in the record 
and just to briefly summarize with milestones here. For the record, we have just 
a b u t  finished, at this point. in time, the inspection by the Quality Contro: In - 
spectors will be going into further inspection by engineers and specialists and 
taking some specialized photographs stereo - type. That will be completed by 
1400, at 2 o'clock this afternoon, we hope. They'll be started at 2 o'clock this 
afterncon and be finished at 4 o'clock. After that, we'll do some minor work on , 

'the spacecraft including installing a platform underneath the couch which starts 
at 11800, and our fire experts will get underneath the couches on the Z-platform 
for an underneath type of inspection starting at 2000. At 2100, we will start the 
removal of the couches. This i s  planned on here a s  an eight hour task. This is 
an average time for a removal of this type but could take longer. Providing we 
get along all right with that, we start with some more inspections and further 
photographs from the Z - platform with the couches removed, revealing the entire 
inside. This will start at 0500 Sunday morning providing we meet our schedule. 
And then, a detailed floor inspection and sketch of the floor which will include 
the pointing out of certain discrete pieces by the inspection people to remove. 
This will all be completed by noon tomorrow, at which time we hope to install a 
false floor to protect the other iloors a s  \lr. \Yilliams pointed out. \Ye have four 
hours on the schedule for that test, very flexible, it could take much more than 
that. And we have allotted eight hours at tlie end of this on the false floor with 
free access to the entire inside of the spacecraft on a "no touch" basis. A11 of 



/j!J 
this inspection so far now will be on a "no toucli" basis of what i s  not removed . 
We hope to finish that by Sunday night, midnight; however, 1 point out that's quite 
an optimistic schedule. In addition to the work in the spacecraft, the schedule 
includes last night's building the Z-platform and trying it in Spacecraft 014. It 
has worked out well. They are now, at this time, until they are ready to go in 
the spacecraft, going to practice removal of the couches from the Z -platform 
which i s  a difficult task that they have never tried before. \Ye are writing out 
procedures for that. As you approved the other day, we also arecleaninglevels 
6,  7 and 8 of the gantry and hope to have that finished by tomorrow morning. A 
word on that -- this i s  proceeding according to an approval list of GSE facility 
and special test equipment that we've received yesterday. In order to get it out 
of the way up there, we are moving it to bonded storage in the PIB. Anything that 
is to be, has not been connected, i s  not connected, or was not connected during 
the test. Things that may have been connected prior to that we will move into the 
PIB, per your instructions to maintain control. And, 1 hope that meets the approval 
of the Board. That's the extent of my report for today. 

Thank you. CHAIRMAN: 

WILLIAhlS: 

MARDEL: 

CHAIRMAN: 

MARDEL: 

I would like Mr. hlardel to present the findings since the last Board meeting. 

I'm not sure that I have anything for the record. I have no prepared statement; I'd 
like to  talk on a number of things, prefer to speak off the record. 

(Off the Record Discussion.) 

Mr. Mardel described many of the events and actions being taken off the record 
but because some of the things he wantedto say are in such a tentative or pre - 
lirninary form they are not properly a part of the records at the time; however, for 
the record, I would like to have him, in outline, tell us what subjects he reviewed. 
hk. hlardel. 

We're showing special interest right now in the area of the translational control- 
lers. This was brought about by examination of photographs. We've seen a hole, 
either burned out or blo~in out, at the translation controllers. The controller i s  
located on the left side of the command module, and the controller i s  also asso- 
ciated with the communication system in that we had a push-to-talk switch on the 
controller. One of the actions we are taking now i s  to determine where all the 
translation controllers .are and what their configuration i s  - trying to determine 
the exact spacecraft quality configuration for further tests. Another action was 
to try to determine what the condition i s  of the command pilot's suit on the left 
side right above the knees. In the area of the chromatograph connector, with 
respect to the plastic bag, we have a fairly conclusive story (from which we can 
conclude) that the bag was removed. The technician remembers removing the bag. . 
Two of the technicians remember that in the area where the bags were removed, 
the only bag that had tape on it was the chromatograph connector bag. The bags 
were passed out to one man outside the command module; he passed these to the 
second man. The second man remembers bottling up the bags, and after bottling 
these up, finding tape in the bags and putting tape around the bottom; the tape 
that only had come from the connector bag. He then threw these in a trash can or 
towards a trash can. We went through the trash can last night; couldn't find it. 
We're going to make another search around the platform to see if we can find the 
bag. From all the statements we had so far, we are satisfied that the bag has 



been removed. In the area of tlte clapsed ttme ind~cators, we received a report 
yestetday that we did have smobe in the cotlitnand module 14 at Downey at North 
American. The smoke was attributed to a burning of an elapsed time indicator 
behind panel 13. Preliminary data available t h ~ s  morning Indicates [tiat we do 
have an elapsedtime indicator of the same (ype installed on Spacecraft I?, behind 

- -  panel 13. This elapsed time indicator, this particular one, was to be removed 
before the FKT, the Flight Readiness Test. An action was taken to survey what 
elapsed time illdlcators wcle installed ill the spaceclaft, which were to be left 
on, and tlie qualification status of each* one of tliese timers. Wit11 respect to 
data reduction and data analysis, w e  ha\e reduced all of tlie data at Houston, and 
completed an analysis. The analysis results will be available this weekend. 
We've also reduced the data at North Anietican at Dorvney. The Analysis results 
ivill also be available this \veekend. This weekend we will integrate tlie three 
analysis results. The one we have here, the one from Hous:on, and the one from 
Downey. And, hlonday molning, we will have available, on the events chart, a 
fully integrated picture from the three different analyses. We, then, would be 
prepared, llonday, to give a complete briefing on what the events mean and what 
the status is. 

Another item i s  to talk about a burnt-out blower in Spacecraft 8 in the second 
manned altitude run on Spacecraft 8 in Houston. \Ve had a burnt-out blower in 
the waste management system. The blower motor in Spacecraft 12 i s  reported 
to have had some 25 hours of operating time. It's also been reported that the 
circuit breaker blew on Spacecraft 008, somewhat like it  blew on Spacecraft 012. 
It's also reported that when the circuit breaker blew on Spacecraft 008, there was 
a pungent odor. The last item concerns the voice tapes. Information from the 
Bell Labs i s  that they do require the original tape. The original tapes will be 
handcarried, and by this evening .we will have prepared a con~plete se t  of instruc- 
tions for what has to be done to track all the data from this station. That's all 
that I have. 

CHAIRMAN : Thank you, 511. Xlardel. 



CHAIRMAN: 
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Board was called to order and the records show that thc Board convened at 1150 
I~ours  this datr by Col. Strang, i'ictii~g Chairman. f 

I 
h 

There was discussion relative to Administrative 1'1ocedute So.  13 and it  was 
recomlnended that the agenda inputs be provided to tllc Secretariat by 2000 hours 
in Iieu of 1800 liours daily, due to the fact that the panel meetings take place at 
1700 hours. Mr. Simpkinson, will you give us a run down, please, on the progress 

I 
f 

of your panel i 
f 

It's been two days since we reported on the rccord of our progress at the pad. i 
We have acconlplished all of the scheduled items and are presently in a configura- 
tion where we have the command module completely enlpty as  far a s  we  planned. 
We have accomplished putting a plexiglass floor suspended from the original strut 
points in the top of the command module s o  that nothing i s  touching the floor. \Ye 
have had inspection going on in this area by QC inspectors this morning. \Ye have 
had the fire panel group in there for many hours and they are preparing their re- 
ports for the Board. We have had materials people in this morning and they just 
got out early this morning, about 8 o'clock, and I am sure they are preparing their 
reports. This afternoon, as  soon a s  the inspection people get out, we will have 
the systems people back in for a second look. At that point in time we will be 
ready to proceed with the plans that have been given to us a s  of this morningwith 
the spacecraft itself. In the PIB area we are removing the articles from bonded 
storage today, placing them on the tables for inspection by appropriate members 
of the team. However, this i s  a no-touch inspection and will require written paper 
to do anything physically with this hardware. That i s  our present situation, ready 
to proceed a s  the Board desires. I 
hIr. Jeffs. 

Mr. Jackson, Carl Jackson, of AiResearch, accompanied by Mr. Nate Nicollo and 
Mr. Spencer, also of AiResearch together with Xlr. StowalI of North American 
and Mr. Jolly of North American are on site to date. They are surveying the space- 
craft with the objective of corning up tvith a proposcd further plan of action on the 
ECU and also other areas of the ECS. They are working with'a member of the . 

I 
Integration Panel in development of that plan in consonance with the procedures 
that have been developed here by the Board and will present that plan when it i s  
ready for the Board's further consideration. 

I 
Thank you, Air. Jcffs. 

If you would like to reopen Item #7, which was deferred the last time we brought 
it up in front of the Board. ltem 7 reads that the MDAS, the medical data acquisi- 1 
tion system removal; we would like to remove it. I would like to have approval of 
the Board. 

I 

Off the record. 

(Off the record discussion.) 



LAN ZKRON : On Item 28, we would like to have authority to disassemble the panel, be free to 
remove equipment cover panels, and to open normal access doors, provided that # 
pre-removal or pre-opening configuration i s  photographed and that the fire in- 
spectors agree. Basically, there are a lot of compartments in the spacecraft which 

them, but there will 'be a lot of new areas that we have not exposed a s  yet and 
would like to be able to open up these compartments rvhich have no hardware be- 
hind them, connected functionally, and take a look at these areas. 

are used for storage of equipment, there i s  nothing electrically connected to 

CHAIRMAN : Let us show that the two items Dr. Lanzkron has just discussed have been ap. 
proved a s  long as  the Fire Panel and the Disassembly Panel Chairmen with their 
designated personnel are available and in the presence of the work. 

MARDEL: Item 1, we completed a power status review. This i s  attached in your enclosure - 
the three page write-up plus the sketch, and since Saturday a t  the Board's request 
we have put in all the verifications from data and from the panel switch positions. 
Now, this write-up covers only the external and internal DC main and the internal 
DC main and the internal pyro busses. We are preparing a supplement to cover 
other miscellaneous power sources to the spacecraft such as  the service module 
jettison controller batteries, Q-ball powers and Saturn instrument Q-ball heater 
power and so  forth. We plan on having a supplement available either tomorrow 
or Wednesday, s o  there will be additional power data. 

Item 2, we do now have a list of the elapsed time communicators installed in 
spacecraft of the type to be removed before flight. This listing is also enclosed 
immediately following the sketch. We now have verification that the unit that ex- 
perienced the difficulty in Spacecraft 14 is  the same kind of a unit that we had 
installed in Spacecraft 12. The difficulty in 14 was a shorted capacitor. The 
cause of the shorting was not and could not have been determined because of the 
changed condition of the capacitor. We still have not determined the qualification 
status of all these elapsed time indicators. It's being worked on today and should 
be available tomorrow. 

Item 3, a squeeze bottle of cleaning fluid was found in Level 8 White Room. This 
bottle does have a tag on it. Work i s  under way to perform a chemical analysis to 
determine what the fluid i s  and we are also reviewing all of the inspection records 
to determine how this bottle was used that day. - 

On Item 4, before I talk about item 4, 1 would like to pick up a photograph and 
explain geographically in the spacecraft what I'll be talking about the remainder 
of the niorni~g ... 1'11 pass it around but I will be glad to explain everything here. 
We're concentrating on the left side 'of the spacecraft, here you have the ECU, 
The Environmental Co'ntrol Unit; one thing I'll be talking about this morning. 
You'll notice two gold colored connectors on the Environmental Control Unit. 
These are transducers. The translation controller will be located at about this 
point. I'm talking about a screwdriver incident that occurred in a panel here and 
then the chromatograph connectors located close to this panel with the chromato- 
graph installed. The connector would have been laying on the deck where the 
chromatograph i s  here. So I'll pass this around and then talk, and refer to the 
photograph somewhat. 



CJC pcoplc that wc.11t into tliv spncc't raft Satt~rrlay noted that two transducers 
were tlvnagcd in a st~tdy of t11c I:nviron~ne~ll;ll C;on 11.01 Unit. These arb the two 
transt1ucc.r~ wit11 thc gold colored connectors. It apprars t11;tt the clcctrical.con- 
nector end of 111e trnnstiucer \\,as separrited from the case by a quarter'to a half 
inc11 a s  of from overpressure. Thcse transducers tvill have to be exaanlincd to 

---determine the cause of faiiure. At thc present time we're reviewi~lg tlie design 
to try to analytically drterrniile the failure cause possibilities. \Ye have. a plan 
of action for a morc tictailed rxaniinatio~~ of tile trailslation controller; however, 
we're putting this in a I~olcl. This i s  not.an official plan. A policy has to be 
workcd out and i s  I1ei11g preparcd now on exactly hoi\' hardware will be disassem- 
bled, so  I'd like to striki \rliate\rer I've got written on Ifem 5. 

On lteni 6, this i s  ~eferring LO the panel tliat I pointed out in the pliotograpli. Dur- 
ing t~ouble shooting, this panel had to bc removed to look at the wiring in back of 
the panel. To try to remove the panel - the panel has four screws - the two se t s  
of right hand screws cannot be removed because one of the harnesses i s  in the 
way. So what they did was unlace the harness, scpalate the harness, and insert 
the screwdriver through the harness to gct at the screws on the panel. The tech- 
nician had a difficult time lemoving the screws. Finally the QC man tried it, he 
drew an arc. At that point then the technician took the screwdriver and tried to 
remove the sclews; he also drew an alr.  Finally they removed the panel. They 
examined the wiring closely. They found wiring damage; they repaired the darn- 
age. \Ve questioned the people in reinstallation of the panel. We wanted to 
know when the panel was reinstalled, liow do we know we didn't have any dam- 
age. Was the power off the vehicle when the power was reinstalled, s o  that if 
you nicked the wire you wouldn't know i t?  And we still don't have complete in- 
formation at this time on whether the wiring was exantined after the panel was 
reinstalled. The panel was reinstalled on the first shift, and the technician 
transferred the work to the second shift. \Ve had to call the second shift man in 
today to find out after the final close out, if the wiring was examined for aay 
physical damage. Now this may have some significance in that some of tlie wir- 
ing in the stabilization control system and some of tlie wiring may be associated 
with the translation controller. \Ve are also making a wire by wire check today to 
try to determine every wire in that panel, what its relationship i s  with the vari- 
ous subsystems. That i s  all I have in writing. I've got three items I would like 
to talk about. The chromatograph connectors we spoke about last week. \Ye have 
conducted some testing on Spacecraft 8 at I-fouston. Some of the data from test- 
ing was b~ought in last night and a quick look at tlie data at about midnight dis- 
closed that the variations in the chromatograph connector trace resemble very 
closely what we had during the incident when the connector was wiggled. \\'iggle 
around and you get va~iations much similar to the test data. This will be studies 
in mole detail today. A11 I want to point out i s  that it i s  of some significance 
tliat the variation of the data can be produced not only 1)). fires. a s  reported from 
the Nolth American testing last !\eel, but also from a physical movement. \Ye will 
try to haye some plots here tomorrow to show the degree of correlation. \Ye are 
also preparing today a complete history and configuration on the environmental 
control system water glycol - and what we have for power today we will have for 
the water glycol system tomorrow. Sow the last iterii I have i s  that we did receive 
the analysis results from Houston over the weekend. \Ye also received the anal- 
ysis results from North American at Downey. The rcsults were integrated with 
our data yesterday aftelrioon and evening. There i s  no additional data from 
Houston or Ilowney that contributes to the p i r tu~e  we have here. The Board has 
beer1 updated this morning and the Hoard now represents a total integrated picture 



a BAXTER: 

DR. LONG: 

of the threc different sets  ol data, the one from here, the one from Houston, the 
one floni Downey. And we are prepared anytime the 12oal.d desires to have 111. 
.Arabian cotlie down and explain every iteni on the board and explain what i t  means, 
explain where we stand with the data. That i s  all that I Iiave. 

Thank you Mr. Slardel. 

Item 3, a cleaning problem. I saw two bottles while I was up at Level 8. I won-, 
der if the other one has been identified. 

(Off the record discussion.) 

hlr. hlardel, just clarify how many bottles. You just mention a bottle ... 
Well, we are talking about one bottle, and a s  they tag with a number on it, i t  i s  
very discretely identified by a number. 

Question: It's the only bottle in the \Yhite Room. 

YARDLEY: Was this bottle in the White Room at all or was it  outside the White Room on the 
gantry area? 

MARDEL: I can't specifically tell where it was. What I will do i s  have inspection people . 

make a sketch and have the sketch brought in before noon, exactly where the 
bottle was found. 

CHAIRMAN: Right, thank you Mr. Mardel. For the purpose of the record let i t  be shown that 
hlr. Williams presented to  each Board Member a copy of a proposed master plan 
display, and briefed the Board on it. It i s  hoped that each Board Member will 
use this proposed plan throughout the day, working with his panel chairmen a s  to 
any possible changes to the plan. The Board hlembers will present this to the 
chairman. Dr. Tliompson, during an executive session this evening. Second item, 
let the record show that there are now ninety witness statements a s  of ten thirty 
a.m. 6 February 1967. Off the record. 

VAN DOLAH: 

(Off the record discussion.) 

Mr. Horeff has been in touch with the Civil Aeronautics Board and will shortly get 
confirmation of which investigator the CAB will make available to this Board. He 
i s  also getting information on the laboratories and investigators that the Civil 
Aeronautics Board makes use of in their investigations s o  that we can have ad- 
ditional expert assistance, if needed. 

CHAIRMAN: Let the record show that Col. Baxter has accepted the responsibility to gather 
up the gas masks and provide for an analysis to be taken. 

Let the record be corrected to show that Panel 13 will take charge of having the 
gas masks analyzed. The requirement to gather the gas masks and provide for 
analysis will be accomplished by Panel 11, in lieu of Col. Baxter or Panel 13. 

The Board adjourned at 1203. 



FEBRUARY 7, 1967 

CHAIRMAN: With reference to the master planning schedule that was discussed yesterday, 
the Board has approved the preparation of this plan and it will be available 

G 
for circulation to the various people involved. Later today, according to our 
current untlerstanding, it will be made available to Board members, Panel 
Chairmen, and such others as have a need for this schedule. 

In two actions, the Board approved many items of a removal schedule, one l!L 
of those actions took place in a meeting yesterday afternoon, and one in an 
Executive Board meeting this morning. I would ask Mr. \Villiams to detail 
for this meeting, the items covered in those approvals. Mr. Williams. 

Item 29 is to perform Launch Vehicles Spacecraft Interfacing Impedance Test 
to resolve engine 8 light anomaly. We need to make resistance measurements, 
a Q-ball power, and Q-ball heater wire. 

Item 30: Remove MDXS, take to the PIB, call vendor technicians to come 
for disassembly and tape removal. 

Item 31: Remove mechanical covers over the functional equipment for better 
inspection: (1) covers on data storage equipment records, (2) flight qualification 
records, (3) ECS C 0 2  absorber panel, (4) cabin heat exchanger inlet screen, 
(5) heat exchanger access panel forward of inlet screen, (6) compartment D 
scientific door, (7) structural panel next to panel point 24, (8) G&S computer 
close-out panel. 

Item 32: Disconnect batteries and measure bus resistance. 

Item 33: Establish continuous ohmmeter resistance. Continuous bus resistance 
should be made during all subsequent operation. This item is restricted to DC 
at this time. 

Item 34: Methodically depress all open circuit breakers on the DC syst, ~ r n  one 
at a time per detailed TPS to determine ground resistance of the bus resist- 
ance change. 

Item 35: Make special inspection of all elapsed time indicated, of the type "to 
be removed before flight" to determine condition. Carefully inspect in place. 
Note any suspicious ones for further TPS action. One additional mechanical 
panel removal may be required in order to view the elapsed time indicators 
for the caution and warning system. 

Item 36: Pick up gas chromotagraph plug and carefully examine and photo- 
graph from all sides. 

Item 37: Carefully inspect wire harness which was irlvolved in the screw driver 
spark incident. 

Item 38: Remove parachutes arid inspect the heat damage. 

Item 39: Remove battery vent lines in batterits entry, labeling each location. 



Item 40: Remove inverter tcn~~linal cover, place and examine for arcing.. 

Item 41: Afeasure resistance from each inverter terlninal in the spacecraft ground 
without disconnect or wire cutting. 

-- - 
Item 42: This is the one we want to approve, but we don't watn to do it as 

'r. 0 yet. Remove circuit breaker panel bolts and carefully back out panel. 'Inspect 
and photograph for arcing. 

Item 43: Remove cover on translation controller and inspect for evidence of 
explosion. 

Item 44: Inspect cobra cable wires laying across translator controller for evi- 
dence of arcing. 

Item 45: Record panel 101 and 105 switch positions. 

Item 46: Read CVU's in place; taking care to avoid thumb wheels. 

Item 47: Remove 02 panel and inspect. 

Item 48: Remove H20 panel and inspect. 

Item 49: Xray glycol reservoir to determine quantity. 

Item 50: Xray water tank to determine quantity. 

Item 51: Inspect CSM on umbilical guillotine area prior to removal, and 

Item 52: Remove the water gun. 

CHAIRMAN: . Thank you, Mr. Williams. 

(Off the record discussion.) 

CHAIRMAN: I will now ask for the progress reports for today and I understand that Col. ' 

Borman is prepared to make the presentation of a report. Col. Borman. 

BORMAN: We have removed the flight books. All the flight logs from the spacecraft were . 

1 .  transported to the PIB. Unfortunately, due to weather, they could not go to 
Washington this morning. \.Ve have an airplane standing by tomorrow morning. 
They will be transported to the FBI tomorrow morning. The biomed recorder 
is removed in the PIR and is waiting for the technicians from Cook Electric 
before any further work is generated in that area. The lithium hydroxide panel 
has been removed and it is in the PIB. The panels covering the area for con- 
stant wear garment storage have been removed. The panels for food storage g have all been opened and photographed. iVe have removed the mechanical 
covers over the functional equipment as authorized by the Board. This in- 
cludes covers on data storage equipment, flight qualification recorder, the cabin 
heat exchanger inlet screen - we found that this had a hinge on it and rather . 

than remove the hinge, we opened it and inspected it and closed it back up. 

I The heat exchanger access panel forward of the inlet screen, the compartment 
. D scientific door structural panel next to panel 24 in the G&N computer close- 

out panel have all bcen removed. The paperwork is now in process and work 
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is procecdirl~ on thc discoxlnc~ct of the batteries, estdldishir~g the ollmn~eter re- 
sistance rcadings that \vere rcqucstcd. The circuit brcakcr testing is in work. 
\Ve are also making a spccisl inspcction for all elapsed time indicators as au- 
thorized and the gas chromatogrnph plug inspection is going on at this time. 
There was a little misundcrsta~~ding on which wire harness (wire bundle) we 
wanted examined as far as the screw driver spark incident is concerned. That 
TPS is being rewritten so that we get the right wire bundle. Another progress 
item, sir, we have, delivered the tapcs to Bell Laboratories and I have a trip 
report from Alr. Cunningham that I would like to submit to the minutes. 

Thank you, Col. Borman. MTc will now open the meeting for discussion of this 
report, but go off the record. 

(Ofl the Record Discussion.) 

In the discussion, it was brought out that there is a need and possiblity of assign- 
ing priorities to areas within the vehicle to which we should direct our immed- 
iate attention since they are defined by the inspection to warrant such an assess- 
ment of priority. 

(Off the Record Discussion) 

CHAIRMAN: The  discussion has just brought out the fact that there is work in front of us in 
planning systems removal and systems testing that is being properly coordinated . 

with the committee. The Coordination committee has general responsibility for - 
the coordination of the investigation. 

(Off the Record Discussion) 

VAN DOLAH: 

PINKEL: 

With further reference to the matter just discussed, the importance of this action 
of a plan for removal and testing is that it brings in contractors in the oper- 
ation to such an extent that we are at this point asking the Coordinating Com- 
mittee to develop for the Board's consideration a plan that will properly inform 
the Board on the nature of this aspect of our program and bring to the Board's 
attention such items as are necessary for the Board's consideration or approval. 
We are prepared now to hear a report of the panel #3 which is coordinated 
by Dr. Van Dolah, and I will ask him in just a minute to make a report on 
the fire inspection. 

Yes. Mr. Pinkel will make the report. 

This is hlr.  Irving Pinkel reporting on the findings of Panel #5 called the Fire 
Panel. In exploring fire problems and our approach to the exploration, we 
recognize that our responsibilities are these: To plot the fire progress irr order 
to assess the history of the fire and the possible site of the origin of the fire; 
to determine ignition source or sources through inspection of the accident actual 
site and related laboratory tests; to explore other fire hazards and recommend 
changes to reduce the hazards and prepare a final report in which we review 
all combustibles contained on the spacecraft during the operation leading to the 
accident and attempt to determine for each combustible, whether or not this 
combustible could have been the initial combustible. Now, in order to apprec- 
iate the situation in the space capsule, I have made this layout which attempts 
in two dimensions to show a three-dimensional arrangement. I used the Peeled 



Banana technique. The floor, as you see, is essentially circular and represented 
by this circle which is approximately 12 feet in diameter. The vertical walls have 
been sliced at appropriate corners and layed flat so that moving from the cent= 
of the circle in any direction implies going upward from the floor once we 
reach the zone outside the circle which represents the floor. The coordinate - 
system shown on this illustration has been accepted as standard for describing 
the orientation of the space capsule. +Z being in a direction away from the 
hatch if you look at the bottom of our figure -Z would be in a direction towards 
the center of the floor. +Y to the right as viewed from the hatch and -Y on 
the left. Now, the general arrangement of the space capsule going in a clock- 
wise direction would be the environmental control unit and systems on the left 
in the forward portion; in other words, in the +Z idrection - that panel con- 
tains food lockers, places for experiments, navigational zones, assortment of 
electrical equipment, batteries. In the +Y direction, the panel on the right as 
we view the capsule through the hatch is a waste disposal area with medical 
equipment and other associated devices and !he controls' for the capsule. In 
the neighborhood of the hatch itself, the principal elements are rather massive 
cables which run along the wall directly beneath the hatch and appear to be . 
the nerve center for much of the distribution of the electrical wiring in addit- 
ion to the umbilical cords which join the capsule to the Service Module. Xow, 
our first interest, of course, is with the initial distribution of combustible mat- 
erials and I've diagrammed this on the opposite side. 

(Refers to diagram) 

Proceeding again in a clockwise direction, those items that are of interest to 
us in the fire and distribution of the combustibles are plotted here in the gross 
sense. On the left, in other words in the -Y direction, and on that panel on 
the left, we have a variety of combustibles - principal combustibles being por- 
tions of the glycol system, carbon in the filter canister to remove organic va- 
pors from the atmosphere, pads of felt made out of ~lastic which are 
bustible, and contained in such canisters, and considerable insulation wh 
am told is silicone rubber, which covers much of the glycol system is quite 
extensive in this area. The fact that this is a foam, I think ir ,important too, 
in our latest consideration of this matter. Now, an associated important feature 
of this system is the fact that we have oxygen carried at 900' lbs., water and 
glycol in aluminum tubing which lie .close to the floor all in close proximity 
to each other. Along the -I-Z panels, the principal combustibles are plastic 
strips which go under the brand name of Velcro which are used to hold items 
of personal gear like pencils and so on, during Zero G flights to keep them 
from floating around; this is a hook-and-pile arrangement for holding these 
.pieces of equipment. These are applied extensively with considerable exuberance, 
I expect, all through the panelling which appears in the. Command hiodule. . 

I t  appears that wine of the wiring insulation in this area which, if not com- 
bustible, is melted quite readily by heat. I'm not sure that they're not com- 
bustible, but if they're not, they seem to be susceptible to heat damage, whereas 
the bulk of the wiring is Teflon, I am told and stands up to the fire and heat 
very well. That constitutes the description of the principal combustibles that 
are visible to the eye without removing any panel assemblies on the Z axis. 
Now, in the +Y direction, the cabinets there contain a variety of items having 
to do with bio-medics, I suppose, which are cased in what appears to be nylon. 
Now, in the -Z direction, which is the wall immediately above the hatch, I 

. am told that an extensive nylon net was stretched across the entire width of 
the -Z wall which reaches from the level of the hatch to the floor. Now, for 



the floor ~tself,  ti:^ con~~~1ist11)Irs t l~erc appear to bc in two classes, p c r h ~ p s  
there are otl~crs they l~n\.en't dibco\crcd yet Thc first 1s a Inat rriadc up of 
foal11 plastic wllich occupicc! a zone i~i~rnecliately bclow the hatch on the floor. 

I'm told its purposr \\.as to rcccivc the h:xtch A I I ~  avoid clamage during ail 

egress exercise, and also, thlec hclmet covers which I assurne are madq of nyion 
o r  a rclated material. 'l'hat corlstitutes the bulk of the combustibles clistributed 
on thc pcnnanent parts of the cztpsule. In  regard to the couches, one must 
regard the suits and the cquipmrnt of the astronauts as being part of the com- 
bustibles in this systcm. 

No\v to discuss the distribution of fire and thc probable dircction. Let me say 
this, that in a fire-enclosed space whcre a succcssion of rathcr drastic eyents 
occur, thc fire pattern goes through several histories each leaving its trace. The 
last phase of a fire, if it's an important phase, may overshadow all the earlier 
traces left by the earlier phases of the fire. I-Io\rever, we have this pattern devel- 
oped which we have fair confidence in, from what we're able to observe. \Ye 
believe first that in the -Y direction, the area covered by fire looks something 
like this (and I should change the color of the chalk - I'll do this in red or 
something that approximates it). The area of thc fire .... I'm talking about fire 
where a certain amount of the damage exists, substantial fire, in contrast to 
portions of the cabin which are licked by the flames and have only a soot de- 
posit located thereon. 

(Off the Record Discussion) 

CHAIRMAN: Proceed, Mr. Pinkel. 

PINKEL: Now for purposes of orientation, I provide a line which goes approximately 
half way up from the floor on each of the walls of the capsule which marks 
about the couch level (and I've shown this here). And you'lllno~ice that most 
of the fire that we observe is below couch level along the walls. IYith certain 
notable exceptions, this is true. The principal notable exception is the zone 
near the environmental control unit and in a corner, the corner \vould be the 
YZ corner (in other words, a line with 45' to the axis), where the flames appear 
to have done meaningful damage above that level. In other words, that level 
being the level of the couch. Now the surprising thing is that there's very little 
damage above it. A typical picture of the underside of the couch just before 
the couch is moved shows it fairly clean and almost smudge free. However, 
above the couch, things were burncd badly. Let me drai' a pattern of the 
damage there and 1'11 show it this way - I've taken what would have been 
the couch area and now have reproduced it to the right - these are the three 
couches. I include only the outline of one suit on said couch. Sow, the fire 

.appears to take a pattern somcthing like this, and this can only be considered 
approximate. This would be the zonc of major damage, located here, no\\ - 
crosshatch that area, with less damage in the X area. These must be regarded 
as very preliminary. I think that we should make a more dtailed examination 
of the debris taken from the couches to get a better feel for distribution but in 
a rough way sincc I was the one who removed this debris, I could gct a fairly 
good rough estimate of what must havc been thc relative intensity of the fire. 

(Off the Record Discussion) 

1 CI-IAIRMAN: At that point, there was an interruption to discuss a plight regarding the con- 
tour outlines that were just drawn by hlr. Pinkcl. The question bcing whether 
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5 !.& lit- 1i;rd to~lsidcsed that thi4 outliile ~n i r> l~ t  rerlcct so~neuhat different l oca~ ion~  
9 of thr astronauts rclativr to thc couches. Fils anslyer to that qucstion was that 
4 
-I it does possible reilect such '1 situation Sc 1'11 ash hIr. I'inkel not to coiltinue. 
i 1 
i I'INKEI,: Thank you. 13efore proccc.ding, 1'111 reminded of anothcr feature that I should 

Ila\~e raised \vith regard to tlle distribution of conlbustibles. And that is. the 

4 0 point that considerable paper was in the cabin in the form of books and check- 
lists and so on, during the incident. These were scattered about the cabin mostly 

d 
1 at control panel locations and on tlle rouchcs that thc astronauts occupied. 

- 
Kow we get the direction by observing the fire damage and the marks left by 
the fire, we have this iinpression - At first the fire was quite directional. In other 
words, there wasn't a general fire burning in the capsule, the kind of fire you 
would get if you had a homoge~lous mixture of fuel in air occupying the atmos- 
phere of the cabin. Thcsc represented tongues of flames from local area of 
burning that took discrc.et paths responding to the expansion of the gas that 
occurred as thc capsule deformed and broke. Starting at the environmental 
control unit and plotting the course herc, we seemed to feel that the fire pro- 
gressed in the general direction leading toward the hatch, so as one arm of the 

1 fire, staying largely below couch level, except in the area of the couch, a tunnel 
<- of flame seems to have approached the couch position so, and rise above the ' 

couch level. The progress of the fire, below couch level in the neighborhood of 
the hatch, was influenced by two major factors. First the availability of the nylon 
net which lay there to provide additional fuel to move the fire in the counter- 
clockwise direction, the presence of the astronauts in that area, causing the flame 

, 

to split and the presence of the couch supports which also seem to split the flame 
into several tongues. 

CHAIRMAN: 

CHAIRMAN: 

PINKEL: 

(Off the Record Discussion) 

There was an interruption to permit some discussion of the presentation up to 
this point, with particular reference to obtaining a better understanding by the 
listeners as to the nature of the flame propagation that Mr. Pinkel was de- 
scribing. It became to appear that he was describing progressive flame propa. 
gation through the media as contrasted to what might be called a very abrupt 
flame throughout the entire vessel. With that explanation, I will ask hir. Pinkel 
to proceed. 

Thank you, very much. Another path of the progress of the flame appears to 
be in this direction --  going clockwise from the environmental control unit, 
mostly below the couch level. 

(Off the Record Discussion') 

After a brief interruption, we'll ask Alr. Pinkel to proceed. 

We were discussing the propagation of the fire originating. We suppose for the 
purpose of our discussion, in the minus YZ corner and proceeding clock~cise 
across the front panel containing the navigation equipment, the batteries and 
electronics. \Ire have the impression that there were two main branches to the 
fire which proceeded in a clockwise direction. One yhich swept across the 
panel, and one which swept across the floor. I'll diagram these. The one across 
the panel below, again couch level, and the one that swept across the floor \\.as 
in this direction. In the minus E'Z corner, the.flames did indeed reach fairly 



higli, so that in r l r ; i i  coli~c-r. \\e 5c.c cv~dcnrc of much heat applicfl to the ~nctnl 
structurr hig11 in t11:it 70nc. \ V r  a:sunlc, oi. 1c.e sus~~cct  that thc fire that I'm 
dcsciiLing 11o\c \\.;1\ I,roJt'c~rcl 111 this clircc~ion, clocl\\c~ise direction, by streams 
of burning liquid in contrast to thc fires I described earlier which represented 
the progrtbss of fire along corltinuous patlls of comhustilles. The fire proceeding 
from the portion of combustibles to the next. \Ye think we have a burning 
strean? of combustibles presumably glycol. The high elevation, relatively in the 
capsulc. reached by tlie flamrs 'in the - corner, we think resulted from 
the burlling of glycol in that corner. Tllc evidence for the fire direction on 
the floo~ is provided b y  the helmet covers on the floor which show zones of more 
intensc burning in the I) to 2 o'clock position on the helmets as contrasted wit11 
the zoncs from 3 to 7 o'clock. t h a e  bcing the results from 3 to 7 o'clock on the 
helmets as vie\ved from above, helmet covers, I should say, as viewed from above 
thrsr zones appear to be in the lee of a fire which has some velocity so that 
the greatat heat transfer occurs at the leading edges of the helrllet with respect 
to thr fire progressing with some vclocity and then we have as a result more 
charring in these zones than in zones which are in the lee of such movement 
of burning fluids. 

NOW we reach a point in the progress of the fire when the pressure in the 
capsule is large enough to cause failure of the floor. This is now another phase. 
This accelerates the di<placement of the fire that I described earlier moving in a 
counterclock\vise direction, starting from the environmental control unit and 
moving counterclockwise heading for a break, as we appreciate this now, in the 
floor which is at the perimeter of the floor to the right of the hatch occupying 
the 5 o'clock position, approximately. The fire issuing through that floor widened 
the initial crack by burning away the local material so that the crack has in this 
zone an appearance as shown. The failure of that floor is hard to observe 
with the capsule in its present configuration since the failure disappears under 
the cabinetry and so on, so its extent cannot be appreciated at this time. The 
movement of air of the cabin atmosphere through that hatch accelerates the velo- 
city of the gases generated in the fire. There are other breaks in the floor which 
may have modified the course or the nlovement of the fire. These are hard for 
us ... tlie effect of these breaks in the floor on such movement is difficult to 
assess at this time. \Ve hope that with further removal of some of the panels 
which obscure our view, we'll get a better appreciation of these factors. So\\., 
there were several explosions that occurred ... Oh, incidently, I should make 
this point which I think is important, the amount of combustibles required to 
raise the pressure within that capsule to the point where the floor will break is 
surprisingly small. I t  would be less than a pound. The heat released by less than 
a pound of material' would account for the pressure rise which our structures 
people say would give us a floor fracture. 

These then are the principal features of the fire as we see it. There appears to 
have been a flash fire which has little consequence to us in this study, we feel 
at this moment at least, in the tunnel above the capsule. This is the cylindrical 
portion of the capsule above the cabin. Characteristically, in most fires,,the 
combustible materials give off con~bustible vapors which do not burn where they 
are generated because locally the vapors are coming off at such a rate as to 
rentler the zonc too rich to burn. These vapors then float to the higher re- 
gions of the capsule where they accumulate - now, that accumulation is starting 
from a condition which is too lean, in other words, pure atmosphere, and then 
a continuing accumulation of combustibles until you reach the lower combustible 
limit. Then, that is ignited as a flash fire in the volume of that space in the 



ntli~osl)l~c:r-c:. I t  c[oc%:; \.e!.y lit:!? ti an^;:,!;^: it is sh,~rt-livc.tI. n11cl \t.c see I ~ U  c.\.idcrzcc. 
in th;it z o ~ ~ c  t l i ~ :  :ti(. lirc (!id .111y s\;ti~t;iii!i;.l cln~iingc. I t  <!id ;ipl~c:is to 11;lvc 
ignitcti thc \-rlc:.o. 'Ttiis \7t.lcru is. i~~cicicn~ly. tlic plnitic ~nntcsials tliat nsc uscd 
to give a ~>seudo l'r~c[ion t o  st:~l)ilir.c ~Lic. position of so~ncbotiy crawliag thru 
that tuuncl. And that, thcr-I. colistiru~cs t1:c description of the firc as ive see 
it no\\,. 

.-Now tllere were two csplosions or two events, that could be assdmed to be 
explosions which are really cl~aractesistic of such fires. In  the course of a fire, 
you frequently llavc explosions. The temptation is always in investigation these 
things to attribute the firc to the explosion, or to the explosions that one sees. 
Generally, the reverse is more apt to 1)c' true. 'The csplosions occur during the 
course of the fire. One explosion appears to have happcned in the oxygen 
purification system here. whic1~ contains carbon as an absorbent of organic 
vapors. It also contains a fclt made of plastic \vhich could be a polyurethane; 
the felt ignites easily. ?'his n.as dctcsmincd in the experiments that were run 
last night by Dr. Carhart. Their intimate contact with a pure oxygen atmos- 
phere he feels would give their burning an almost explosive quality. The rate 
of propagation of fire rvould be great cnough so that locally you could raise 
the pressure sufficiently to damage the rather substantial structure associated 
with the containment of these, carbon dioxide absorption capsules. It'hether the 
carbon also in the canister \ C ~ S  i n v o h ~ d  in that explosion seems to be proble- 
matical. T11c fclt appears to have been the principal one to have given the pres- 
sure rise - it sho~vs the distortion here. 

\Ve are anxious to get to these devices, these carbon dioxide absorption devices, 
which we suspect were involved in one explosion. The second explosion appears 
on the controller on the left couch. A corner of the control box is gone. It's 
not clear whether it is gone because an explosion occurred within the box that 
ripped off the corner - and that's a strange place for the box to have a failure. 
The corner is not the place you generally will find a failure. However, that 
corner is gone and it's a substantial corner. It's not just a flick - it's a sub- 
stantial piece. Tf-icrc is some evidence on examination that seems to indicaic 
that corner may have been helped along the way by being struck by a pro- 
jectile coming from other part of the cabin. Also, small explosions take place in 
fluid lines, if the fluid is trapped between two closed valves and sits in the 
fire, sooner or later these lines will burst. Some of these lines have this appear- 
ance of having burst. \tlater, one of the water lines, in particular. I think then 
this represents all that we observe now that we can speak about, except to say 
that the greatcst fire damage to the floor and to systen~s occurs in the zone 
beneath the lithium hydroxide cannisters which purify the cabin atmosphere. 
The situation at the base of that zone near the floor and including the floor 
shows an extrcmcly severe fire here, enough to melt aluminum and cause it to 
puddle on the floor as ingots, which is a rather unusual situation. I t  implies 
several things: First, the fire \%.as hot, and ar~other, and more important, of 
long duration. Sleaning that it started first and.burned for awhile to give 
this much heat transier into hirly massive aluminum pieces. This \vould no: be 
the case, even with a hot fire, which would appear there only momentarily. 
Remember now, we have only a limited budgct of oxygcn here. The oxygcn 
in that capsule could probably burn materials of a weight, say between 12 Ibs 
and 15 lbs, depending on their chemical compositions. .4nd this is all the ma- 
terial that can be burned by the available oxygcn. hluch of that oxygen was lost 
when the floor broke and the gases expanded; flame and oxygen came out to- 
gether. So, the total amoont that could havc been burned in that capsule is 
perhaps no more than 12 lbs of nylon-like materials. In  that case, the extensive 



! 
d;>miiY,c d u ~ ~ c  11erc \\.ouitl ; tccou~~t f o ~ .  ~li~tcli  <!I' tllc hcnt r:?lciisc in tllc \.\.hoIc s 

L 
SYSICL;L. \\'(' tl~inli, just gut 'ssi~l~.  tliat glycol \\,as thc principal ronll~ustiblc i n  
this urca, to h;i\.e pro\rided so 1nt1cl1 Llc:tt rclc.lsc. 

F 
CI1ATR4IAS: Tl~ank  you. hfr.  I'inke!. 

(Off thc Record Discussion) 

CI1XIRhlAN: hlr. ISinkel \vislles to add an ac1ditio:lal statement. 

CHAIRMAN: 

\Vith rcfcrence to the damage done at thr floor and of the Environmental 
Control Systcm, anti in the zone immt.diatcly abovc the floor location, I think 
its necessary to point out that in thc location \ifc are speaking of, we have a co- 
mingling of oxygcn lines and glycol. \ifater glycol lines. The oxygen lines carry 
9OO.psi oxygen and 100 psi oxygen in aluminum tubes which are vulnerable 
to local fire. The relerises of oxygen into that zonc hclped to continue the fire. 
One  thing I should point out, that under these conditions, alurninu~~l itself can 
be a combustible and represents some of the combustible distribution to be con- 
sidered whell you have a situation of this kind. So, in addition to glycol, alu- 
minum itself. The zones in this area, or adjacent to this area, which were not 
quite so hot. show characteristic whit? powder on them which we assume, with- 
out a test, to be aluminum oxide. This concludes then this phase of my re- . 
marks. 

Thank you, Mr. Pinkel. 

(Off the Record Discussion) - 

CHAIRMAN: I believe Dr. Faget has a progress report to give. 

FAGET: 

(Off the Record Discussion) D 
t 

I have nine items. I'll just read them out quickly. The review of the en\ '  won- 
mental control system, water glycol circuit has been completed and is attached. 
This is a review similar to the one we had on power and I have a copy for 
distribution for the people here so they can look at it. The  preliminary report 
is attached on the history of the environmental control unit's installation and 

i 
removals in water glycol leakages on Spacecraft .012. This report does not con- 
tain leakages at Downey, nor does it contain a history of leakages during gas 
tests. But what it does contain is a number of cases where we have leakages 

f 
and I think a great number of peoplc are interested. The plan for examination 
of translation controllcrs .is attached. This is supplemental to an item that has 
been approved today. It shows in detail how \ire will examine the translation 

I 
control. Approximately 95% of the Command hlodule switch positions has  bee^ 
verified per the procedure, crew check list, and voice data. A list of all elapsed 

F 
time indicators permanently installcd on Spacecraft 012 afid not to be removed 

k 

before flight, is attached. t7esterday we had those that were supposed to be rr- 
moved before flight. These are the ones that aren't. A check was made on 
Spacecraft 014 to determine visibility of the caution and warning system elapsed 
time indicator and capacitor. The removal of an access panel disclosed clear 

I 
visibility. This pancl will be removed on Spacecraft 012. This is alrcady an 
approved action. As you might remember, this particular item is of interat in 
that we had a previous case of the condensor in question having had a fire 

E 
in it. A simulation of the screwdriver incident reported yesterday has been F 



completed on Spacecraft 014 and the findings are attached. A review of the 
oxvgen system is in work and should be available tomorrow. And this will be a 
report similar to the one that we have now on the water glycol system and on 
the power system. As a matter of information, there has been an inquiry about 
the last item. Two fresh lithium hydroxide cannisters were installed in Space- 
craft 012 on the date of the test, January 27, 1967- They were installed on 
that date. 

That completes my report and we'll pass out the package. 

CHAIRMAN: Thank you. This meeting is adjourned at 1:00 p.m. 



CIIAIRUAN: 

FEBRUARY 8, 1967 

. . Illis n~ectirlg i s  no\\. in session, i twr~ld like ro ;idvisca thatthc s y s t p m  for recog- 
nition of suggestions and offers ol 11elp is uo\v f u l l y  in opcration ~vl~ ich  includes 
lettel-s signrd I,); Inc to all ind i~ idu;~ ls  and organizations who wake such offers or 
suggestions. 

The mastel planning schedule has been prepared and distributed to tl~osewlio have 
a rcquircment for it. 

hfr. \\'illiams, I u~~delstand you are now ready to present the progress reports for 
the day. 

Yes, I ~vould like to call on Col. Borman first to give the work status. 

Yes sir, last night Ice found that the actiou items that wele approved by the Board 
yesterday were completed with the following exceptions. 

The gas ch~omatograph plug that we were concerned about was found stuck to the 
floor of the spacec~aft and could not be moved without undue prying s o  we left it 
in place, and we are calling a team out now to examine it before we go ahead any 
further. The elapsed time indicator, you remcmbe~, we were concerned about be- 
cause one of the elapscd time indicators was similar to the part that had had a fail- 
ure in Spacecraft 014. \Ve removed the panel and we were able to view it yesterday 
and it appealed to be in good shape so  that removes that possibility. 

The liypergolic unit that we're having a problem with and seems to be a concern- 
ing, reoccurring item i s  being removed from the pad today. 

\Ye also got the inverter cover panels out last night and No. 1 inverter, from a 
cursory inspection by the people on the pad, appeared different, and we have mem- 
bers of the Fire Investigating Committee on now look i~~g  at this number one inver- 
ter. Today, we are going to remove the main parachutes so  we can examine the 
temperature-sensitive paint located below them, and we have already examined 
the umbilical area and found nothing unusi~al there. So the main emphasis now i s  
developing a plan for progressive disassembly of the environmental control unit. 
\Ve are working on this and thiswill p~obably be the first major systeni that we re- 
move from the spacecraft. Incidentally, I have taken action to have the executive 
secretary of our panel reference or "close the loop," on the Board action items 
so that you get back not only the final action and the parameters involved, but 
also a reference of the test procedure that was written to cover it - so, if you 
warit any further detail you can go to that. This will be initiated toniorrorv. 

Thank you. 

Mr. \Villiams, you have anothel report to give? - 

Yes, I have the report presenting additional removals which i s  a continuation from 
yesterday. It's Item 53. \Chat we would like to {lo i s  propose a total interface 
check for the launch vehicle-spacecraft. Yesterday we verified certain key wires 
to the cue ball and the malfunction of the No. 8 engine light. This i s  a continua- 
tion of that, to verify the whole interface between the launch vehicle and space- 
craft. 



Itc111 .',i i5 to cIt't(~rnlinc' I ~ C  ~~os i i iun  of the ctil.c,ct O2 \.,~l\;c. \Vc ~ o r ~ l d  like to de- 
termine ivl~at position t l~c  val\:c is prcsenlly in. 

1te1n 35 i \  ;I IIC c i~cui t  brcakt.1 check in combinations, this is ,  after t!ieinspection 
that was a11 cady approl.ed. 

Itcm -56 i s  the esanii~~dtion of ]';inel 150 and repositioned in the spacecraft. This 
i s  to verify if sllo~ting behind t h i s  panel caused tile fire. 

Item 57 is to remove the pyro batteiies behind the panel. 

Itcm 58 i s  to disconnect the s e ~ ~ i c e  module jcttison controller batteries. \Ye \could 
like to remove the active power source from thc service module. 

Item 5!J is to inspect ECU wiring-no~tdestructive. It i s  a routine check and inspec- 
tion. 

Item 60 i s  to remo1.e mechanical cover on 615-1832 Junction box. \Ye want to in- 
I 

spect the wiring where the screwdriver incident occurred, take the panel off and 
look at it. 

Item 61 i s  to remove the X003 Recorder from the Launch Complex 34 and trans- 

1 port to S,/C 017 at the VAB. Now this was the recorder that was used during the 
plugs-in test about two days prior to incident. 11 was disconnected duting the 
plugs - out test, and we would like to verify configuration prior to transfer to S'C 

B 017. It is a piece of GSE. The reason i s  to support the checkout Spacecraft 01 j. 

Item 62 i s  to remove the cobra cable from tile command module. Nhat we are pri- 
marily interested in there i s  to see if there i s  any indication of arcing between 
the wires laying on top of the translation controlle~. 

Item 63 is not on the list --  we would like to add it. \\'e will pick i t  up on the 
list tomorrorv. It i s  to conduct a limited analysis on the rotational hand control - 
ler, the same way we did the translation hand controller. 

Thank you. The plan is approved aspresented by Mr. Williams. 

BORIIAN: Sir, 1 have one item that I inadvertently missed, and I think it is significant in 
. our work statenlent. \\'e got the main batteries out -- the reentry batteries out 

and first inspection shows that they were not in bad condition. \Ve could find one 
small hairline crack, but no evidence of explosion or heavy fire damage. 

.. a CHAIRMAN: Thank you. In the authority under which this Board was constituted by letter from 
Dr. Seamans, one item stated i s  this: (paragraph 6, item d): "The Chalrman 

4 shall appoint or designate such representatives, consultants, experts, liaison 

0 officers, observers or o the~  officials a s  required to support the activities of the 
Board. The Chairman shall define their d u t ~ e s  and responsibilities as  palt of the 
Board's records." \Ye have arrived at definitions regarding thesc categorirs that 

0 apply to the .4dvisory Group. 

A R~prcsentative - An individual representir~g a major element of NASA or other 
government agency having programs and activities associated with the Xpollo 
Program, who participates in general meetings of the Board. 

a 



Consult:u~ts - 11itiir.iduals \cl~o scrvr as all i \ t l \ s i sor  to thc rZpollo 201 l<evie\v 
Ronrd. l i  is ilic respr~iisi1)ilily of thc cnlrsultant to give h i s  views or opinions 
on problerns or qurs[ions prc.-,eritecl 11). the Board or Pancls. Consultants wil1,as ! 
appropriate rerotr~n;rnd to thc Board or cognizant Panels courses of investigation 

I 
action to be undestakcn in thc firld of tl~ei: competence. 

Liaison - An individual representing an activity having a recognized interest in ! 1 
the Apollo 20.2 Review, who attends general rncetir~gs of the Board for the purpose 
ol familializi~ig I~inisclf with the current status of the Apollo 20-1 Keview. Liaison - 
personnel are empowered to coordinate w ~ t h  t l ~ r  Panel Chairman or Board mem- I 
bers as appropriate, in areas of inteiest, to acquire data that i s  of interest to the 

I 

activity represented by t h e  Liaison indi\.idual. 

At this point we arc going beyond the scope of tile di~ect ive I previously referred 
i 
i 

to: 

Panel Chairman - An individual designated by the Board to serve a s  a Sfanager ! 
to direct and coordinate the act ivi t~es of the Pancl to which appointed in accor- 1 
dance with a statement of work prescribed for the Panel by the Board. The Panel 
Chairman leports directly to the appropriate Board hionitor. Panel Chairmen ivill 
report to the Board when requiredon a progress of work and obtain Board approval 

I 
1 

of work plans. 

Observer - An individual who attends general meetings of the Board for the pur- 
1 
t 

pose of familiarizing himself with the current status of the Apollo 204 Review, 
particularly in the area of his expertise and responsibility. Observers are en - 
powered to enter restricted areas upon approval in order to be able to assist  the i 
Roard or Panels. They shall also be prepared to submit to the Board, either 

t 

orally or in writing such reports and reconinlendations a s  the Board may require. 
! 

One additioiial definition that we are applying to the procedures i s  that of Secre- . i 
tariat. 

The Secretariat provides administrative, secretarial, clerical and other support- 
ing services to the Board and Advisory Group. 

I 
Representatives, consultants and individuals serving in a liaison capacity wi!l 
receive letters from the Board that confirm tlieir relationship with the Advisory 
Group. 

1 
! 

Dr. Faget has a project report to present. i 

FACET: As reported earlier, there were nine instances of indicated high 02 flo~v rate dur - 
ing the test prior to the incident. Of these, six were of sufficient duration to 
trigger.the master caution alarm switch. The master caution alarm was delayed 
for 15 seconds prior to giving a high 02 flow indication. The first high 0 2  flow 
which occurred at 2145 Zebra did not trigger the alarm in I5 seconds; it took 27 
seconds. This could be indicative of either: 

a. Some type of intermittent condition in the o2 sensor and/or a time delay 

device, ot 


